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LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... The WSWC's Legal Committee subsequently commissioned this Report, which addresses 1) the statutory and regulatory authority among WSWC member states regarding exempt domestic and livestock wells, 2) the ways in which these
wells can complicate or compromise water resources allocation, administration, and quality, 3) the specifi c challenges
WSWC member states are facing with respect to exempt wells, 4) the relative costs and benefits associated with monitoring wells that are currently exempt, and 5) the potential approaches to mitigate the adverse impacts of exempt wells.
... A related concern is that most exemptions do not prevent landowners from installing exempt wells in closed basins
and aquifers that are hydrologically connected to streams and wetlands with impaired surface flows. ... When considering the costs and benefits associated with whether and how to monitor exempt wells, states should consider the following: 1) some reports indicate that most exempt wells do not use more water than the allowable amount, which means
that monitoring would do little to curtail existing exempt use; 2) monitoring alone will not stop developers and other
landowners from installing new exempt wells; 3) metering and self-reporting will only show the amount of water that
exempt wells withdraw and will not show the amount of water those wells actually consume through outdoor irrigation
and other consumptive uses; 4) monitoring methods will be ineffective i f a state does not have sufficient data regarding
the location and number of its exempt wells; and 5) each monitoring method will entail some type of initial or continuing expense that the state or exempt users will need to pay, and there may be political opposition to methods that assess
fees to existing exempt well users or raise taxes to pay for increased administrative costs. ... Well drillers must also
adhere to the state's minimum construction standards for "all wells constructed to withdraw or inject water," regardless
of whether the well is exempt from the state's permitting requirements. ... Once the well is complete, the well driller
must file a well log with the state engineer within thirty days of completion containing 1) the date of beginning work, 2)
the date of completion, 3) the length, size, and weight of the casing and how it is placed, 4) the size of the hole drilled,
5) where the hole is sealed off and the type of seal, 6) the name of the well driller and the type of drilling machine used,
7) the number of cfs or gallons per minute of flow for the well, and 8) the pressure in pounds per square inch if it is a
flowing well, or the static water level and water temperature i f it is a nonflowing well. ... However, Washington law
does not require permits for withdrawals of groundwater for 1) "stock-watering purposes," 2) "the watering of a lawn or
of a noncommercial garden not exceeding one-hal f acre in area," 3) "single or group domestic uses in an amount not
exceeding five thousand gallons a day," or 4) "an industrial purpose in an amount not exceeding five thousand gallons a

day." ... Nevertheless, Ecology has exercised this authority to limit the exemption or to require meters in a number of
areas, including the Walla Walla River Basin, the upper portion of Kittitas County, and the Lower and Upper Skagit
Water Resources Inventory Areas. . ... It has also enacted regulations regarding the review process, which require 1)
inform ation describing the potential availability and quality of groundwater for applications proposing the use of "on-lot
wells," 2) water quality data for a number of analytes, including nitrates, sulfates, calcium, lead, arsenic, and other contaminants for "on-lot well" subdivisions, 3) documentation of activities within one quarter mile of the subdivision that
may adversely impact water quality, and 4) a demonstration to the administrator of the Water Quality Division that a
qualifi ed professional in surface and groundwater protection has reviewed all sewage or water supply systems. ... On
one hand, some experts are concerned that the increasing use of exempt wells in highly concentrated subdivisions in
closed basins will have a cumulative impact that will drain the groundwater supplies that feed streams and impair the
higher-priority rights of surface users. ... For example, in a report on the impacts of exempt wells in Montana, the
state's Water Management Bureau estimated the number of acres irrigated and the net consumption per household of
exempt well users by evaluating infrared aerial photographs for lots associated with exempt wells in the Bitterroot, Helena, and Gallatin Valleys. ... Landsat Thermal Band Data In addition to providing ground cover images, the current
Landsat satellite contains a thermal infrared sensor (TIRS) with a long waveband that provides data that water managers
use to compute evapotranspiration, measure consumptive groundwater use, and manage the impact of groundwater
pumping on the water table and natural vegetation. ... Third, in states where efforts to modify exemptions are likely to
generate significant political resistance, states may want to utilize collaborative approaches that address speci fic concerns associat ed with exempt wells and allow for responsible exempt uses.
TEXT:
[*145]
I. Introduction

There are over a million exempt domestic and livestock wells located throughout the West. Although these wells are an
important source of wat er for a large number of water users, they also pose significant regulatory and administrative
challenges that have the potential to impact the sustainability of water supplies, surface flows, and water quality.
In June 2008, the Western Governors' Association (WGA) and the Western States Water Council (WSWC) issued a
report entitled Water Needs and Strategies for a Sustainable Future: Next Steps, which contained recommendations on
how the states and federal government should address the ever-increasing challenges associ ated with water managem ent
in the West. Item 3(D) of the Next Steps report's Executive Summary recommends that states "should examine their
related laws and institutions and evaluate the merits of ... [permitting and monitoring] exempt domestic and livestock
wells as part of water rights regulatory schemes." The WSWC's Legal Committee subsequently commissioned this Report, which addresses 1) the statutory and regulatory authority among WSWC member states regarding exempt domestic and livestock wells, 2) the ways in which these wells can complicate or compromise water resources allocation, administration, and quality, 3) the specifi c challenges WSWC member states are facing with respect to exempt wells, 4)
the relative costs and [*146] benefits associated with monitoring wells that are currently exempt, and 5) the potential
approaches to mitigate the adverse impacts of exempt wells.
II. Statutory and Regulatory Authority

Every WSWC member state with the exception of Utah and California, exempts certain groundwater uses from its
permitting procedures, its adjudication procedures, or both. Although the specifics of these exemptions vary in each
state, they generally allow landowners to withdraw small amounts of water for domestic or livestock purposes without
obtaining a permit or subjecting their use to adjudication, monitoring, or reporting requirements. These exemptions
typically restrict the amount of water that a well owner can withdraw (per minute, per day, per year, etc.) or limit the
amount of acreage to which the water can be applied. The amount of water that can be withdrawn or used vari es from
state to state, but most exemptions allow landowners to install exempt wells without providing notice to other water
users, and do not give other water users the option or ability to contest the installation of an exempt well. Many states

enact ed these exemptions decades ago with the belief that small domestic and stock uses were de minimis and were not
worth the time or money needed to permit and regulate them.
In most states, landowners who install an exempt well must comply with the well-drilling requirements that govern
the construction of nonexempt wells. Many states also require landowners to file well logs or to register their exempt
wells, but the information that states require varies, with some states requiring little information and others requiring
detailed reports and logs that describe the location, capacity, and construction of exempt wells.
Some states also have laws or regulations that specifically apply to exempt well use in subdivisions. However, most
do not. Moreover, some states have laws and regulations that do not specifically apply to exempt wells, but nevertheless
limit or regulate their use in subdivisions. This Report describes those laws and regulations that specifically and indirectly govern exempt well use in subdivisions.
III. The Ways Exempt Wells Can Complicate or Compromise Water Resources Allocation, Administration, and
Quality

Exempt wells have the potential to cause a number of water quantity and quality problems. Most notably, there is a
general concern that the cumulative effect of many exempt wells can equal the impact of a single large withdrawal that
is not subject to the priority system or susceptible to monitoring and reporting requirements. A related concern is that
most exemptions do not prevent landowners from [*147] installing exempt wells in closed basins and aquifers that are
hydrologically connected to streams and wetlands with impaired surface flows. Such use in these areas may adversely
impact surface flows, riparian habitats, aqui fers, and senior water rights.
From an administrative perspective, there appears to be a general lack of knowledge across the West regarding the
number of exempt wells in each state, the location of those wells, and the amount of water they withdraw. Many states
also appear to lack the administrative resources needed to monitor exempt wells and to determine their impact, which
has the potential to hinder state water plans and conservation efforts. Perhaps the single most common administrative
challenge is the preference of some developers to use exempt wells to supply their subdivisions with water as a way of
circumventing the permitting process needed to build community or public water systems. In some cases, such developers oft en install hundreds of wells in dense, concentrated subdivisions, and in many cases, these "exempt" subdivisions
are locat ed in closed basins where water supplies are already limited.
Exempt wells may also pose threats to water quality and can be conduits for pollutants. In particular, most domestic
exempt wells are shallow, which makes them susceptible to nitrates, pesticides, and other contaminants that are located
close to the land surface. In addition, well owners generally lack the knowledge and experi ence needed to properly
maintain their wells or manage water quality threats. In some cases, they may also install their wells in improper locations that are too close to pollutants, such as septic tanks and mixing zones. In coastal areas, exempt wells may exacerbate seawater intrusion in sensitive aquifers by increasing withdrawals and lowering wat er tables.
IV. Specific Challenges That WSWC Member States Face with Respect to Exempt Wells

The impact of exempt wells varies across the West and depends upon a number of factors, including water availability,
the speci fic provisions of a state's exemption, a state's population, and the amount of growth that a state is experiencing.
This means that exempt wells do not pose significant challenges in every western state. However, Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington have experienced some challenges with respect to
exempt wells. This Report describes those challenges.
V. Relative Costs and Benefits Associated with Monitoring Wells That Are Currently Exempt

There are a number of methods that states can use to monitor wells that are currently exempt, including 1) installing
meters, 2) requiring self-reporting, 3) using aerial photography, and 4) using [*148] satellite (Landsat) imagery. The
relative costs and benefits will depend upon the method used to monitor exempt wells and the individual circumstances
of each state. This Report discusses the pros and cons associated with each of the above monitoring methods.
In general, the primary benefit of monitoring exempt wells is that water resources managers will have more information regarding exempt well use, which they can use to create more accurate water plans, implement conservation
measures, and administer water rights. Monitoring may also provide exempt well users with an incentive to ensure that
their withdrawals do not exceed the limits of their state's exemptions.
However, every monitoring method will require some administrative costs to collect and interpret the data it generates. When considering the costs and benefits associated with whether and how to monitor exempt wells, states should
consider the following: 1) some reports indicate that most exempt wells do not use more water than the allowable
amount, which means that monitoring would do little to curtail existing exempt use; 2) monitoring alone will not stop
developers and other landowners from installing new exempt wells; 3) metering and self-reporting will only show the
amount of water that exempt wells withdraw and will not show the amount of water those wells actually consume
through outdoor irrigation and other consumptive uses; 4) monitoring methods will be ineffective i f a state does not
have sufficient data regarding the location and number of its exempt wells; and 5) each monitoring method will entail
some type of initial or continuing expense that the state or exempt users will need to pay, and there may be political
opposition to methods that assess fees to existing exempt well users or raise taxes to pay for increased administrative
costs.
VI. Potential Approaches for Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Exempt Wells

The viability of an approach to mitigate the adverse impact of exempt wells will depend upon the individual circumstances of each state. Nevertheless, from a general perspective, even i f existing wells are grandfathered, repealing the
exemptions or drastically reducing an exemption's flow rate and volume withdrawal limit on a statewide basis will
likely be infeasible in most states. Specifically, there appears to be significant public resistance to this approach and it is
likely that most states currently do not have the political capital needed to revoke their exemptions. From an administrative standpoint, many states may not have sufficient information to locate and permit existing wells, and revoking an
exemption could overwhelm state permitting agencies with applications for small groundwater uses. Further, this approach could increase the cost of desired development in rural areas and closed [*149] basins, could potentially increase the demand for public water supplies, and would not prevent grandfathered wells from withdrawing water.
Instead, this Report recommends that states consider modifying their exemptions or adopting measures that speci fically address their individual concerns regarding exempt wells. For example, if a state is concerned about exempt well
use in subdivisions, it could modify its exemption to limit the types of developments and subdivisions that can use exempt wells, or modify the procedures used to approve subdivisions so that such "exempt" subdivisions are not installed
without a determination that there is sufficient water available and that such development will not impair water quality.
States can also limit the number and type of exempt uses, impose restrictions on exempt well use in areas where wat er
supplies are limited, require limits for consumption rather than withdrawals, encourage voluntary metering and reporting, ensure that exempt wells are properly construct ed, institute better recordkeeping procedures, and ban the installation of new exempt wells in areas where community systems are available.
Each of these approaches has its limitations, but the general concept of modi fying an exemption to mitigate specific
advers e impacts will be less costly and more politically and administratively feasible than a total ban or drastic restriction on all new exempt uses. States may also be able to lessen political opposition to mitigation approaches by collaborating with stakeholders and interested parties to create negotiated solutions that address the adverse impacts of exempt
wells but allow for responsible use of the exemptions. Moreover, the old adage "an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure" is applicable to exempt wells, and efforts to mitigate the impacts of existing exempt wells are likely
more costly and administratively and politically difficult than prospective measures that prevent future adverse impacts.
VII. Conclusion

The debate over exempt wells is unlikely to subside as the demand for water in the West continues to grow. However,
exempt wells may not pose a problem in every western state because exemptions, population growth, and water availability vary greatly across the West. In some states, the benefits that exempt wells provide, especially in allowing desired growth in rural areas, may outweigh their impacts. On the other hand, impacts from exempt wells may be too
costly for other states not to curtail or limit their use. Therefore, there is no "one size fits all" approach for addressing
exempt well use, and each state's individual circumstances will determine how and whether it will address this issue.
*** [*150]
I. Introduction
Exempt domestic and livestock wells are an important source of water for large numbers of users throughout the West.
However, they also pose significant regul atory and administrative challenges and have the potential to affect the sustainability of water supplies, surface flows, and water quality. n1 With the exception of Utah and Californi a, every
western state exempts cert ain groundwater uses from its permitting or adjudication procedures. n2 In general, these exemptions allow land owners to withdraw small amounts of water for domestic or livestock purposes without obtaining a
permit or subjecting their use to adjudication, monitoring, or reporting requirements. Most states created these exemptions decades ago with the belief that these uses have a de minimis impact and were not worth the time and expense
needed to permit and regulate them.
However, as the West's population grows, the demand for wat er increases, and many landowners and subdivision
developers have begun installing "exempt" n3 wells in closed basins and other areas with strained water supplies to circumvent the costs and time associated with acquiring the necessary permits and water rights to build public water systems. n4This has resulted in large numbers of unregulated wells in highly concentrated areas without consideration of
their potential impact. n5 Some observers are concerned that the cumulative impact of these wells could impair senior
water rights, create environm ental problems, and threaten water quality and water supplies. n6 This has led some to call
for the restriction or repeal of these exemptions, while others have opposed restrictions, believing that exempt wells do
not have an adverse impact, are a private property interest, and are vital to economic growth. n7
In June 2008, the Western States Water Council (WSWC), an affiliate and water policy advisor to the Western
Governors' Association, issued a report entitled Water Needs and Strategies for a Sustainable Future: Next [*151]
Steps, which recommended that states "evaluate the merits" of permitting and monitoring exempt wells as part of water
right regulatory schemes. n8 To this end, the WSWC's Legal Committee commissioned this Report to promote discussion of the concerns associ ated with exempt wells by evaluating 1) the statutory and regulatory authority regarding exempt wells and domestic well drilling, 2) the ways in which exempt wells can complicate or compromise water resources allocation, administration, and quality, 3) the specific challenges member states are facing with respect to exempt wells, 4) the relative costs and benefits associated with monitoring wells that are currently exempt, and 5) the potential approaches to mitigate the adverse impacts that exempt wells may have. n9
II. Statutory and Regulatory Authority Regarding Exempt Wells and Exempt Well Drilling
The statutes and regulations that exempt groundwater use in the West vary considerably with respect to the quantity
and uses of water that can be withdrawn without a permit. This Part will describe these exemptions and the requirements that govern the drilling of exempt wells in each WSWC member state. Where applicable, this Part will include a
synopsis of those laws and regulations that govern the use of exempt wells in subdivisions.
A. Alaska
1. Exemption
Alaska does not distinguish between groundwater and surface water for water right purposes, n10 and requires those
seeking to install a groundwater well that will withdraw a "significant amount of wat er" to file a wat er right application
with the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. n11 It is a crime in Alaska to use a "significant amount of water from
any source" without a permit, certificat e, or other authorization. n12 However, Alaska's Administrative Code provides a
de facto exemption to this rule by not requiring applications for water uses that do not qualify as a "significant amount
of wat er," which it defines as 1) "the consumptive use of more than 5,000 gallons of water from a single source in a

single day," 2) "the regular daily or recurring consumptive use of more than 500 [gallons per day (gpd)] from a single
source for more than 10 days per calendar year," 3) "the [*152] nonconsumptive use of more than 30,000 gpd ... from
a single source," or 4) "any water use that may adversely affect the water rights of other appropriators or the public interest." n13 In addition, an exempt use does not acquire a water right or priority date, is subject to appropriation, and
can be curtailed "in order to supply water to lawful appropri ators ... or to protect the public interest." n14
For those water uses that do require an application (water use that is more than a significant amount of water),
Alaska's Administrative Code exempts applications to appropriate less than 5000 gpd of water from its public notice
requirem ent. n15 This is significant becaus e the notice requirement mandates that the state's Department of Natural Resources publish notice of nonexempt applications in a newspaper of general circulation, while also serving individual
notice via certi fied mail on prior appropriators who may be taking water from the proposed source. n16
It is important to note that any person using less than a significant amount of water is encouraged to file for wat er
rights. Without a water right, even though the use is exempted, well owners have no legal standing to assert a right to
water against a water user who may adversely affect their use of water. n17
2. Drilling
Alaska does not require a speci fic license or certifi cation for a well driller and only mandates that well drillers have a
general contractor's license. n18 However, general contractors can register as a water system specialty contractor and
can obtain a specialty contractor registration certi ficate from the state. n19 Individuals who drill a well on their own
property are not required to have a license. n20
Once a contractor or a property owner has constructed a water well, he or she must file a report within forty-five
days after completion with both the property owner and the Department of Natural Resources. n21 Among other [*153]
things, the report must describe the location of the well, the anticipated use of the well, and the maximum well yield.
n22
B. Arizona
1. Exemption
In order to place Arizona's exemption in its proper context, some background regarding the state's Groundwater Management Act (GMA) n23 and Active Management Areas (AMAs) n24 is necessary. Arizona passed the GMA in 1980 to
ensure that the state's most populated areas would achieve safe yields by 2025. n25 To accomplish this goal, the GMA
created AMAs to manage excessive groundwater pumping for the state's most populous areas, including Phoenix, Prescott, and Tucson. n26 An AMA was also created to encompass the irrigated agricultural areas of Pinal County between
Phoenix and Tucson. n27 Later, the southern portion of the Tucson AMA was separately established as the Santa Cruz
AMA to address unique water resource issues in that area. n28
Arizona assigned a safe yield management goal to the Phoenix, Prescott, and Tucson AMAs and a "planned depletion" goal for the Pinal AMA. n29 It also created the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) to administer
the GMA and ensure that its groundwater management goals are achi eved. n30 To help achieve the AMAs' management
goals, the GMA places restrictions on new groundwater withdrawals and requires ADWR to establish mandatory conservation practices that apply to persons withdrawing, distributing, or using groundwater in the AMAs. n31
Within this fram ework, Arizona regulates exempt wells depending upon 1) when the well was drilled, 2) the purpose for which the wat er is being used, and 3) whether the well is located in an AMA. n32 For exempt wells [*154]
drilled aft er April 28, 1983, that are located within an AMA and used for a nonirrigation use other than domestic use or
stock watering, pumping is capped at ten acre-feet per year, in addition to the maximum thirty-five gallon per minute
(gpm) pump capacity. n33 Further, wells used for nonirrigation purposes are generally exempt from the regulatory provisions of the GMA so long as the pump capacity of the well does not exceed thirty-five gpm (up to fifty-six acre-feet
per year i f operated continuously). n34 Moreover, within AMAs, only one exempt well may be drilled or used to serve
the same nonirrigation use at the same location unless approved by ADWR's director and the combined withdrawals do
not exceed five acre-feet per year. n35
With certain exceptions, exempt wells drilled after January 1, 2006, cannot be sited on land "within one hundred
feet of the operating water distribution system of a municipal provider with an assured water supply designation within
the boundaries of an active managem ent area." n36 A landowner can obtain permission to install an exempt well within
one hundred feet of the operating water distribution system of a municipal provider if he or she can demonstrate to the

satisfaction of ADWR's director that the following applies: 1) the landowner submitted a written request for service to
the municipal provider, and the provider did not provide the landowner with a written verification that service is available; 2) the total capital cost of connecting to a water distribution system will exceed the costs of drilling and fully
equipping an exempt well; 3) in the event the applicant must obtain an easement across other land to connect to the municipal provider's system, the applicant sent the owner of the land a request for the easement and a) did not receive a
response, or b) the request was denied; and 4) the landowner does not qualify under the previous three elements and
provides written veri fication from the municipal provider that he or she shall not receive or request water service from
the provider while the exempt well is operational. n37 With respect to the fourth element, the exemption will be revoked
if the landowner or any subsequent landowner receives wat er service from the municipal provider. n38
Outside of AMAs and Irrigation Non-Expansion Areas (INAs), there is no legal difference between exempt wells
and nonexempt wells other than a well drilling permit because, generally, no authority is needed to withdraw groundwater, there is no requirement to comply with well spacing rules, there are no requirements to pay fees or use a measuring
device, and except [*155] for community water systems, there is no requirement to file annual water use reports. n39
Within AMAs, exempt wells are not required to use a water measuring device, pay groundwater withdrawal fees, or
file annual groundwater withdrawal reports. n40 Furthermore, individuals drilling exempt wells are exempt from
ADWR's well spacing rules, although the rules protect exempt wells from unreasonably increasing damage caused by
new nonexempt wells. n41 Likewise, exempt wells within INAs are not required to use a measuring device or file an
annual groundwater withdrawal report. n42
2. Subdivisions
In AMAs, developers typically must show that a subdivision will have an "assured water supply" before a city, town, or
county can approve a subdivision plat, and before the developer can sell parcels. n43 In order to prove an assured water
supply, a developer must obtain a Certificate of Assured Water Supply from the director of Water Resources or obtain a
written commitment of water service for the subdivision from a city, town, or private company that the director has designated as having an assured water supply. n44 In regard to wells, Arizona law states that an "assured water supply"
means that "suffici ent groundwater ... will be continuously available to satisfy the water needs of the proposed use for at
least 100 years." n45 ADWR's Assured and Adequate Water Supply Rules provide that if an applicant for an assured
water supply determination proposes to use groundwater, the applicant must demonstrate that after one hundred years of
withdrawals, the depth-to-static water level at the well will not exceed 1000 feet below land surface (1100 feet in the
Pinal AMA). In making this demonstration, the applicant must take into account existing pumping in the area, as well as
pumping associated with any previously issued assured water supply determinations in the area. n46 Within this framework, exempt wells are not typically used to supply water to a subdivision that is required to comply with an "assured
water supply" requirement. n47
[*156]
3. Drilling
Individuals drilling exempt wells must comply with statutory criteria before commencing operations. Regardless of
whether the exempt well is located within an AMA or outside an AMA, prospective drillers must file a Notice of Intent
to Drill with ADWR and pay a fee. n48 Furthermore, wells that will provide water for domestic purposes on parcels five
acres or less must submit additional materials. n49 Well drilling can only "be performed under the direct and personal
supervision of a well driller who holds a well driller's license" n50 and must comply with ADWR's minimum well construction standards. n51
C. California
1. No Exemption
"Exempt" wells technically do not exist in California because the state does not have a comprehensive groundwater
permitting process, and no state agency has the authority to regulate groundwater on a statewide basis. Instead, the California Water Code encourages water management decisions to be made at the local or regional level. n52The California
legislature has passed several acts that have given various local agencies some type of authority to manage groundwater.
n53 An agency's authority depends upon the enabling act, and some agencies have the power to regulate groundwat er
extractions and the construction of new extraction facilities. n54 In some cases, individual California counties have created limits for domestic wells. n55

2. Subdivisions
California regul ates water availability in subdivisions by requiring local governments to consider water supply assessments of speci fic plans as part of an environmental review process for new subdivisions that are larger than 500 units,
while also mandating that local governments obtain written verification of a twenty-year supply before they can give
final subdivision [*157] approval. n56 California law requires disclosure of wat er supply availability during the environmental review process for such large developments. n57
3. Drilling
No person can drill a groundwater well without a Water Well Contractor's License, n58 and every person who drills a
well shall file a report of completion with the California Department of Water Resources within sixty days of the date of
construction. n59 The report must contain a variety of information, including "[a] description of the well site sufficiently exact to permit location and identification of the well" and the signature of the well driller. n60 Failure to comply with these requirements is a misdemeanor, but noncomplying parties must be given the opportunity to comply before a prosecution may commence. n61
D. Colorado
1. Exemption
Colorado law follows the policy that the state's exemption to its laws regarding administration is "intended to allow
citizens to obtain water supply in less densely populated areas for in-house and domestic animal uses where other water
supplies are not available." n62 Colorado's exemption depends upon 1) the location of the well, 2) the date well production begins, 3) the rate of withdrawal, 4) the beneficial uses to which well water is put, and 5) for new wells, the size of
the lot to be serviced by the well and, often, the legal process by which that lot was created. n63 The exemption criteria
do not apply to "designated ground water basins," as these locations are subject to other regulations. n64 Further, Colorado prohibits exempt wells when a [*158] municipality or water district can provide water to the property. n65 In all
remaining areas, the exemptions apply.
A well permit, approved and based on an evaluation of material injury, was not required for wells that were in production before May 8, 1972, and these wells may continue to operate without a well permit so long as 1) the rate of
withdrawal does not exceed fi ft een gallons per minute (gpm) (fi fty gpm for wells in production as of May 22, 1971);
and 2) the water has been "used for ordinary household purposes for not more than three single-family dwellings, fire
protection, the watering of poultry, domestic animals, and livestock on farms and ranches, and for the irrigation of not
over one acre of gardens and lawns." n66 The exemption can also apply to wells used for limited commercial purposes
and for fi refighting purposes. n67 Of note, exempt well users can adjudicate their water rights in the state's water courts
and receive a priority date based on first use, as opposed to the filing date. n68
Currently, and since May 8, 1972, exempt wells "may be constructed only upon the issuance of a permit." n69 At
this time, applicants must also pay a filing fee of $ 100. n70 It is worth noting that the state engineer must determine
whether granting a permit will materially injure vested water rights or other existing wells. n71 If existing rights or
wells will be materially injured, the engineer must deny the permit. n72 In instances where no material injury is found,
the state engineer must issue the permit. n73
There are several situations that allow "a presumption that there will not be material injury to the vested water
rights of others or to any other existing well resulting from such well." n74 Wells with limited uses on lots created outside the statutory subdivision process, wells on lots of thirty-five acres or larger, or wells for cluster developments
where the ratio of annual mandatory withdrawal does not exceed one acre-foot per each thirty-five acres within a preferable cluster development, for example, enjoy a presumption of no material injury so long as return flows remain in the
stream system. n75 The presumption can be rebutted by sufficient evidence. n76 [*159] Once the state engineer issues
a permit, the permittee has two years to construct the well. n77
It is also important to note that the Colorado constitution states that "those using water for domestic purposes shall
have the preference over those claiming for any other purpose." n78 However, the Colorado Supreme Court has interpreted this clause not to be a right to call out senior appropriators with nondomestic uses, but as a right to condemn. n79
2. Subdivisions

Colorado law requires each county in the state to create a county planning commission to develop, propose, and recommend subdivision regulations to the county's board of commissioners. n80 The board must adopt and enforce subdivision regulations for all unincorporated areas of the county and require developers to provide "adequate evidence that a
water supply that is suffici ent in terms of quality, quantity, and dependability will be available to ensure an adequate
supply of water for the type of subdivision proposed." n81 Evidence needed to show an adequate water supply may include

(I) Evidence of ownership or right of acquisition of or use of existing and proposed water rights;

(II) Historic use and estimated yield of claimed water rights;

(III) Amenability of existing rights to a change in use;

(IV) Evidence that public or private water owners can and will supply water to the proposed subdivision stating the
amount of water available for use within the subdivision and the feasibility of extending service to that area;

(V) Evidence concerning the potability of the proposed water supply for the subdivision. n82
Once a board of county commissioners has received a preliminary plan submission, they must provide a copy to the
regional health department or the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment for review of the adequacy of
the proposed sewage treatment works to handle the estimated effluent. n83 Colorado law states, "No plan shall receive
the approval [*160] of the board of county commissioners unless the department of public health and environment or
county, district, or regional health department ... has made a favorable recommendation regarding the proposed method
of sewage disposal." n84
Similarly, the State Engineer must receive copies of a preliminary plan submission in order to determine the "adequacy of [the] proposed wat er supply to meet requirements of the proposed subdivision" and whether "material injury
[is] likely to occur" as a result of the subdivision's proposed water supply. n85 If the state engineer finds that injury will
occur, he must issue a written opinion stating his findings and the amount of additional or exchange water that may be
required to prevent injury. n86 A county's board of commissioners can approve a subdivision notwithstanding an adverse opinion, but the developer must provide all potential buyers with a copy of the opinion or a synopsis of the opinion prior to sale unless, in the opinion of the board of county commissioners, the developer has correct ed the injury or
inadequacy set forth in the opinion. n87
Some Colorado counties along the state's Front Range, namely El Paso, Adams, Weld, and Larimer Counties, have
been known to ask developers to reduce the number of housing units in a subdivision to satisfy water adequacy concerns, while higher densities are allowed if developers can demonstrate that their subdivisions will have access to alternative water sources, such as surface wat er trans fers. n88
3. Drilling
Colorado law requires that water well drilling contractors must be licensed through the Colorado Board of Examiners
of Water Well Construction and Pump Installation. n89The state does not require licenses for private drillers and pump
installers, n90 which are defined as "any individual, corporation, partnership, association, political subdivision, or public agency that uses equipment owned by it" to drill a well for its own use upon property that it owns. n91 However,
private drillers and installers must comply with Colorado's minimum well construction standards. n92

Colorado's well construction standards mandate that well drillers file a well construction report within sixty days
after completion of a well. n93 Well drillers must also adhere to the state's minimum construction standards for [*161]
"all wells constructed to withdraw or inject water," regardless of whether the well is exempt from the state's permitting
requirem ents. n94
E. Idaho
1. Exemption
In Idaho, wells for domestic use are exempt from permits and fees. n95 Domestic uses or purposes are defined as

(a) The use of water for homes, organization camps, public campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose in connection therewith, including irrigation of up to one-hal f (1/2) acre of land, if the total use is not in excess of thirteen
thousand (13,000) gallons per day, or

(b) Any other uses, if the total use does not exceed a diversion rate of four one-hundredths (0.04) cubic feet per second
and a diversion volume of twenty-five hundred (2,500) gallons per day. n96
"Rights to ground water for such domestic purposes may be acquired by withdrawal and use." n97 In addition, domestic wells are also exempt from installing measuring devices and from measuring and reporting requirements. n98
However, the exemption is not available for low temperature geothermal wells (85 [degrees] F to 212 [degrees ] F)
that are used for domestic purposes. n99 Instead, applicants must obtain a water right permit to use low temperature
geothermal resources for domestic or other nonheating purposes. The applicant must show 1) there is no feasible alternative use of the resource; 2) there is no economically viable source of water having a bottom hole temperature of 85
[degrees] F or less in a well available; and 3) obtaining a water right permit is in the public interest. n100
[*162]
2. Subdivisions
Idaho's exemption states that domestic purposes and uses do "not include water for multiple ownership subdivisions,
mobile home parks, or commercial or business establishments, unless the use meets the [exemption's] diversion rate and
volume limitations," which limit the diversion to 0.04 cubic feet per second (cfs) and only 2500 gallons per day (gpd)
instead of the 13,000 gpd. n101 It is also a misdemeanor in Idaho for one to offer a subdivision plat for recording or to
record a subdivision plat without certifying that 1) the individual lots described in the plat will be served by individual
wells; 2) all of the lots in the plat will be eligible to receive wat er from an existing water system; or 3) if a new water
system will be created to serve the subdivision, it will have suffi cient capital to provide service. n102
If all or part of a proposed subdivision will be within the boundaries of an irrigation district or other irrigation entities, Idaho law also prevents cities and counties from accepting, recording, or approving subdivision plats or amendments to existing plats if the person proposing the subdivision has not "provided ... a suitable system for lots of more
than one (1) acre which will deliver water to those landowners within the subdivision." n103 Developers who are unable
to comply with this requirement must advise the purchaser in writing that suitable water deliveries hav e not been provided and also that purchaser must remain responsible and subject to all assessments made by the irrigation entity, together with other required disclosures. n104
Furthermore, a new modification to Idaho's Local Land Use Planning Act now requires those making a land-use
change "to use surface water, where reasonably available, as the primary water source for irrigation," n105 thus requiring developers to provide a "dual" watering system (potable and nonpotable) to a development where irrigation of yards
occurs.
3. Drilling
Although domestic wells in Idaho are exempt from permitting, the actual drilling of wells must comply with the licensing provisions governed by statute. n106 Wells can only be drilled by licensed operators, using qualified drilling

equipment. n107 Further, domestic wells "are subject to inspection by the department of water resources and the department of environm ental quality." n108
[*163] Well drillers who install a well must maintain a well log that is subject to inspection and includes the following information: 1) borehole lithology, 2) water bearing zones, 3) static water levels, 4) bottom hole temperature, 5)
casing and sealing placement status, and 6) a description of problems encountered. n109 Drillers must also submit a
well construction report within thirty days of completion and must keep the well log for at least one year following the
submission of the report. n110
F. Kansas
1. Exemption
Like most western states, wells used for domestic purposes in Kansas are exempt from the permits required for other
types of appropriations. n111 Domestic use is

the use of water by any person or by a family unit or household for household purposes, or for the watering of livestock,
poultry, farm and domestic animals used in operating a farm, and for the irrigation of lands not exceeding a total of two
acres in area for the growing of gardens, orchards and lawns. n112
Household purposes are defined as "the use of water by a person for cooking, cleaning, washing, bathing, human consumption, rest room facilities, fire protection, and other uses normally associated with the operation of a household."
n113 The watering of livestock is exempt as a domestic use if the use meets the following criteria: 1) the livestock must
be pastured and not confined to a feedlot; or 2) if the livestock are cattle in a confined feeding operation, they must
number fewer than 1000; or 3) if the livestock are in a confined feeding operation and are not cattle, their total consumption of water must be less than fi fteen acre-feet annually. n114 Despite the "or" between "household purposes" and
"watering of livestock," these uses are not mutually exclusive. Interestingly, the limitation on domestic irrigation does
not restrict the pumping rate or the total volume of water withdrawn, but rather the acreage of land to which the water is
applied. While domestic use is exempt from the requirement to obtain a permit to appropriate water for benefici al use,
domestic use on or before June 28, 1945, constitutes a vested right and domestic use after June 28, 1945, constitutes an
appropriation right. n115 As with other water rights, domestic uses are subject to administration by priority in times of
water shortage. n116
[*164]
2. Drilling
Well drilling contractors in Kansas must pay fees and obtain licenses before operating in the state. n117The secretary
of health and environment is charged with administering the drilling licensure program and must assess the qualifications of prospective well operators before issuing a license. n118 In addition, any licensed well driller who constructs or
deconstructs a water well must file a well log with the secretary within thirty days of completion showing 1) the name
and address of the landowner and a legal description of the location of the well, 2) the character and depth of the formation passed through or encountered, 3) the depth at which water is encountered, 4) the static water level of the completed well, 5) a copy of the record of pumping tests, if any, 6) the details of construction, including casing sizes, screen
or perforation lengths and sizes, and the length and size of gravel packing, and 7) the amount, type, and placement of
plug materials used in plugging a water well. n119 The contractor must also provide a water sample to the secretary,
upon request, within thirty days of completion. n120
G. Montana
1. Exemption
In Montana, a permit is not required before appropriating groundwater by means of a well or developed spring so long
as 1) the well or spring is outside a controlled groundwater area; 2) the withdrawal rate does not exceed thirty-five gallons per minute; and 3) the annual withdrawal does not exceed ten acre-feet per year. n121 However, once the well is
complete, appropriators must file a notice of completion with the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) within sixty days. n122 Groundwater appropri ators who first put the water to beneficial use between

1962 and 1973, but did not file a notice of completion, must file a notice of completion with the county clerk to perfect
the right. n123 DNRC must issue a certificate of water right upon receipt of a properly completed notice of completion.
n124
In addition to an exemption for wells, a permit is not required before constructing an impoundment or pit and appropriating water for livestock i f [*165] 1) the maximum capacity of the pit is less than fifteen acre-feet; 2) the appropriation is less than thirty acre-feet per year; 3) the appropriation is a source other than a perennial flowing stream; and
4) the pit is located on a parcel of land forty acres or larger. n125 However, as with wells, the appropriator must file a
notice of completion with the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation within sixty days. n126
2. Subdivisions
Individuals seeking approval for a subdivision must submit an application to the state's Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) that contains, among other things, evidence that the subdivision's water supply, wastewater, and storm
water drainage facilities are in compliance with applicable local laws and regulations. n127 In regard to water supply,
the applicant must show that 1) maximum contaminant levels will not be exceeded; and 2) proper flows for individual,
shared, multiple family water supply systems, and public supply systems will be provided. n128 DEQ may also restrict
the volume of water that a subdivision may withdraw from a proposed wat er source "to ensure that an adequate water
supply will be available at all times." n129
Montana also has regulations regarding nonpublic water systems that require applicants to demonstrate that water
quality will be sufficient for the proposed subdivision. DEQ can choose not to approve a subdivision if there is evidence
of any wat er quality problems that exceed human health standards. n130 Proposed nonpublic water systems must also
meet design and construction requirements, and a registered professional engineer must design multiple-user water systems that supply six or more connections. n131 As for water availability, applicants must show that groundwater quantity is sufficient for the proposed subdivision, and must show that certain minimum flows will be available for singlefamily water systems, shared water systems, and multiple-user water systems. n132 DEQ can also require applicants to
submit information regarding the dependability of the groundwat er supply, and applicants, at a minimum, must provide
evidence that the aquifer can supply water to wells in an amount equal to the proposed groundwater withdrawals. n133
[*166]
3. Drilling
Although individuals who construct wells must be licensed in order to do so, this requirement does not apply to exempt
wells. n134 A license is also not required for an individual who drill wells on land that he or she owns, provided that 1)
the land is used for farming, ranching, agricultural purposes, or as the individual's residence; 2) the individual obtains a
permit from the board; and 3) the well construction conforms to the minimum construction standards as set forth by the
Montana Board of Well Contractors. n135 Licensed well drillers must prepare a well log for each well drilled and supply a copy of it to the well owner and relevant agencies n136 within sixty days of completion. n137 The well log must
also use a required form and provide a location for the well using at least two methods as specified on the form. n138
H. Nebraska
1. Exemption
In Nebraska, a well that is "designed and constructed to pump fifty gallons per minute or less" and used "for human
needs as it relates to health, fire control, and sanitation or used to water range livestock" is generally not subject to regulation as long as it is not "commingled, combined, clustered, or joined with any other water well or wells or other water
source, other than a water source used to water range livestock." n139
Nebraska has twenty-three political subdivisions known as "natural resource districts" (NRDs) that have the authority to establish groundwater management areas (GMAs) in order to protect groundwat er quantity and quality or to prevent conflicts between surface and groundwater users in areas where the water is hydrologically connected. n140 Any
person who intends to construct a well in a GMA must first obtain a permit, but wells that meet the requirements stated
in the above paragraph are exempted from this requirement. n141 Other types of wells that pump fifty gallons per minute or less may also be exempt, but that is determined by each NRD. n142 Of note, the Nebraska Code gives NRDs the
authority to "require meters to be placed [*167] on any water wells for the purpose of acqui ring water use data" regardless of whether or not any portion of the district is a GMA. n143

The Nebraska Department of Natural Resources (NDNR) has the authority to determine that a river basin, subbasin,
or reach has become fully or over appropriated. n144 When such a determination is made, moratoriums on new well
drilling, expansion of irrigated acres from groundwater and surface water, and the granting of new surface water permits
go into or continue in effect within the area designated. n145 NDNR and the NRDs then implement a joint-planning
process, and the NRDs determine whether to continue the moratorium on well drilling. n146 However, such moratoriums do not affect wells that meet the description given in the first paragraph of this subsection. n147
2. Drilling
All groundwater wells in Nebraska (new or existing) are required to be registered with NDNR, except for wells used
solely for domestic purposes drilled prior to September 9, 1993. n148 Well drillers and landowners who construct wells,
including domestic wells, must register the well within sixty days after completion of construction. n149 A well that is
required to be registered and is not "shall be an illegal water well until it is registered with [NDNR]." n150 It is worth
noting that the registration requirement is not the same as a permitting requirement for an appropriation. The NRDs
provide copies to NDNR of all permits so that NDNR can be sure a well is permitted prior to registering the well. n151
Nebraska's Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) regulates the state's well driller licensure requirements and its standards for well installation and construction. n152 Water well drilling supervisors and contractors must
apply for a licens e to engage in the trade, and DHHS will issue licenses to applicants that demonstrate professional
competence by passing the corresponding examination. n153 In addition, individuals constructing water wells must
comply with the rules, standards, and regulations promulgated by the state's Uniform Credentialing Act. n154 However,
these rules do not prevent individuals from building wells on land where they live, and "an individual may construct a
water well ... on land owned by him or her and used by him or her for farming, ranching, or [*168] agricultural purposes or as his or her place of abode." n155 Such wells must also be constructed according to the DHHS rules. n156
Any owner of a water well or a licensed water well contractor who drills a domestic well must keep and maintain
an accurate well log, which they must make available for inspection and copying. n157 Such logs should contain a variety of information, including the well's location, depth and dimensions, casing information, static water level, pumping
rate, gallons per hour or gallons per minute yield, and date of completion. n158 This information plus additional information is also provided to NDNR when registering the well. n159
I. Nevada
1. Exemption
In Nevada, wells for domestic use are the only type of water wells that are exempt from the state's permitting process.
n160 Exempt domestic use is defined as culinary use and household purposes related to a single-family dwelling, including the watering of a family garden and lawn and the watering of livestock and any other domestic animals or
household pets n161 if the amount of water drawn does not exceed two acre-feet per year. n162 The strict statutory
definition precludes the use of domestic wells for more than a single-family dwelling, but the exemption does allow for
an "accessory dwelling unit" to a single family unit provided that the owner 1) obtains approval from the local governing body, 2) installs a water meter, and 3) ensures that the total withdrawal does not exceed two acre-feet per year. n163
The local governing body or local planning commission must report the approval of the accessory dwelling unit on a
form provided by the state engineer, who "shall monitor the annual withdrawal of water" used to supply the accessory
unit. n164
Domestic wells in Nevada are a "protect able interest," n165 and domestic well users also have the right to protest
any water right application. n166 In fact, Nevada's ground water code contains a legislative declaration that it is the policy of the state "to recognize the importance of domestic wells as appurtenances to private homes, to create a protectable
interest in such wells [*169] and to protect their supply of water from unreasonabl e advers e effects." n167 Moreover,
domestic wells in Nevada also acquire a priority date, n168 and Nevada law prevents the state engineer from granting
permit applications if the proposed use conflicts with "existing domestic wells." n169
Nevada law also requires applicants for a proposed groundwater use to provide notice to owners of domestic wells
that are located within 2500 feet i f the proposed well is for municipal, quasi-municipal, or industrial use, and will have a
"reasonably expected rate of diversion [that] is one-hal f cubic foot per second [(cfs)] or more." n170 Although not speci fically address ed in the statutes, the Nevada state engineer has interpreted this requirement to require notice for any
municipal or industrial application that would increase the diversion rate from a speci fi c well each time the diversion
rate exceeded the next 0.5 cfs. n171 For example, the state engineer would require notice to domestic well owners if a

municipal or industrial well had permits totaling 0.4 cfs, and a new application proposed to add 0.12 cfs to the well.
n172 Likewise, the state engineer would require notice the next time the well had proposed additions that exceeded 1.0
cfs. n173
Further, if the state engineer grants a permit to an applicant later in time he must include a condition in the permit
that "pumping water pursuant to the permit may be limited or prohibited to prevent any unreasonable adverse effects on
an existing domestic well located within 2,500 feet of the well, unless the holder of the permit and the owner of the domestic well have agreed to alternative measures that mitigate those adverse effects." n174
Although the state engineer does not formally review the drilling of a domestic well, n175 he does have the authority to require the registration of domestic wells in "any groundwater basin or portion thereof." n176 In instances where
the state engineer chooses to exercise this discretion, individuals who drill domestic wells must also register the required inform ation within ten days of completing the well. n177
Lastly, the state engineer can limit the depth of domestic wells or even prohibit the drilling of such wells if water
districts or municipalities can [*170] furnish water in the area. n178 Also, when the state engineer issues a temporary
permit for groundwater use in an area where a domestic well has been drilled, he must file a notice with the county recorder in the county where the permit is issued or where the well is drilled indicating that the domestic well owner may
be prohibited from deepening or repairing the well if and when a water district or municipality can provide water to the
area. n179
2. Subdivisions
Nevada law requires state review of all proposed subdivision maps for water supply, and mandates state approval prior
to a final subdivision map. n180 For developments utilizing domestic wells, the state engineer has the authority to require that suffici ent water rights be dedicated to the development to ensure that there is enough water to meet domestic
needs. n181
For subdivisions of four lots or less, developers must obtain a certificate from the Division of Water Resources of
the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources indicating that the parcel map is approved as to the quantity of available water i f 1) any parcel in the map is within a designated basin that requires the state engineer's approval,
2) any parcel will be served by a domestic well, and 3) local ordinances do not require the dedication of water rights to
ensure a suffici ent supply of water. n182
Of note, in 1997 the Nevada Attorney General's offi ce issued an opinion for Humboldt County, which concluded
that counties have the authority to regulate land-use and development of land to promote health and safety and can use
this authority to "enact ordinances regulating placem ent and testing of domestic wells to protect public health." n183
However, the opinion determined that only the state engineer has the authority to enact ordinances regarding the construction of domestic wells. n184
[*171]
3. Drilling
Well drillers in Nevada must obtain a license before drilling a well. n185 A well driller is defined as "any person who
drills a well or wells, for compensation or otherwise." n186 There is no exception for domestic wells, and well drillers
must file a notice of intent to drill with the Division of Water Resources three working days before drilling a domestic
well. n187 Once the well is complete, the well driller must file a well log with the state engineer within thirty days of
completion containing 1) the date of beginning work, 2) the date of completion, 3) the length, size, and weight of the
casing and how it is placed, 4) the size of the hole drilled, 5) where the hole is sealed off and the type of seal, 6) the
name of the well driller and the type of drilling machine used, 7) the number of cfs or gallons per minute of flow for the
well, and 8) the pressure in pounds per square inch if it is a flowing well, or the static water level and water temperature
if it is a nonflowing well. n188 Nevada's Administrative Code also establishes minimum requirements for well casings
n189 and requires well construction to prevent pollution and contamination of waste and groundwater. n190
Of note, the Nevada Attorney General has concluded that the state engineer has the authority to regulate the construction of domestic wells through his authority to license and regulate well drillers throughout the state. n191
J. New Mexico

1. Exception n192
Individuals or entities who want to use underground water in New Mexico for domestic purposes must obtain a permit
from the state engineer. n193 However, the plain language of New Mexico's domestic well statute does not give the
state engineer the discretion to deny the application, and states that "upon the filing of each application ... the state
[*172] engineer shall issue a permit to the applicant to use the underground waters applied for." n194 The state engineer issued new regulations in 2006 that restrict new domestic use to one acre-foot per year per household, with a
maximum of three acre-feet per year per well at a time when the well is used to serve multiple households. n195 There
is no restriction on the number of households a well may serve but the maximum diversion is set at three acre-feet per
annum. n196 However, permit holders can apply to transfer the point of diversion or place and purpose of use for other
valid existing rights to the domestic well up to three acre-feet per year. n197
Domestic wells are not metered generally (except shared well owners who must meter and report their water use)
nor are they subject to water quality assessment. n198 All wells, including domestic wells, must be drilled by a licensed
well driller, and must meet minimum standards in their drilling and construction. n199 Owners are also not required to
acquire water rights to offset the effect of their pumping so long as their pumping does not exceed the permit's limit.
n200
Domestic uses include the use of water for household purposes and for irrigating up to one acre of noncommercial
trees, lawns, and gardens. n201 "Drinking and sanitary uses that are incidental to the operations of a government al,
commercial, or non-profit facility are included in this definition." n202 Domestic use does not include the use of
groundwater for livestock watering, which is subject to a separate statute, section 72-12-1.2. n203
Additionally, New Mexico law contains an exception that allows for the temporary use of no more than three acrefeet of groundwat er for up to one year under section 72-12-1.3. n204 The temporary use must be for "prospecting, mining or construction of public works, highways and roads or drilling [*173] operations designed to discover or develop
the natural mineral resources of the state." n205 A permit is required, and applicants must file an application with the
state engineer, who will grant the application if the proposed use will not permanently impair existing rights. n206 If the
state engineer finds that the proposed use will impair existing rights, he or she shall publish notice of the application and
conduct hearings as necessary. n207 Some parties file applications on a yearly basis and have used this statute to acquire up to fifty years of temporary use permits. n208
Concerns over the effects of domestic well diversions on groundwater resources have prompted the development of
rules and regulations that allow for the declaration of domestic well management areas (DWMAs). DWMAs are areas
that overlie a stream-connected aqui fer that "requires special water resource protection" by the state engineer. n209 The
purpose of the designation is to protect valid, existing surface rights. n210 The state engineer is responsible for developing guidelines that establish diversion limitations for each DWMA and may declare all or part of a stream-connected
aqui fer as a DWMA. n211 In order to create a DWMA, the state engineer must first provide notice, conduct a meeting
in the area affected, and accept public comments that are filed in writing or made at a public meeting. n212 However,
no DWMAs have been designated to this point in time. n213
In some instances, the state engineer may require a meter 1) for new domestic wells within a DWMA, 2) when metering is required by the courts, 3) for drinking and sanitary domestic uses associated with a government, commercial, or
nonprofit facility, 4) for multiple household domestic use, 5) for supplemental domestic wells, and 6) for multiple use
wells, for which domestic use is separately metered. n214 Furthermore, the state engineer may exercise his discretion to
require meters under the following circumstances: 1) as a condition for new single household domestic wells, 2) as a
condition to a permit to repair or deepen an existing well, 3) as a condition of a permit to amend the type of use, and 4)
as a condition to transfer a valid existing domestic well right. n215
In 2001, the New Mexico legislature enacted section 3-51-1.1, which authorizes municipalities to restrict new domestic wells in nonagriculturally zoned areas if 1) the applicant's property line is within three hundred feet of municipal
water distribution lines and 2) the property is located within the [*174] exterior boundaries of the municipality. n216
However, a municipality may not deny authorization if the total cost to the applicant of extending the municipal water
district line to his home, including metering and hook-up expenses, exceeds the cost of drilling a new domestic well.
n217 Municipalities must also file any ordinance restricting the drilling of domestic wells with the state engineer. n218
The state engineer will issue a permit to drill a domestic well in those areas but will inform the permittee that local restrictions may require additional permitting from the municipality, and may preclude drilling within the municipality.
n219

New Mexico's exception has been the focus of litigation over the years, and the Supreme Court of New Mexico has
held on two occasions that municipalities have the authority to regulate the drilling of domestic wells within their jurisdictions. First, in Smith v. Santa Fe, n220 the court upheld a 1999 Santa Fe city ordinance that required any person
wishing to drill a well within the city's municipal water service area to apply to the city for a domestic well permit with
the city. n221The ordinance also prevented landowners from installing wells if their property boundaries were within
200 feet of a city water distribution line, which prompted a plaintiff who had been denied a permit from the city to seek
a declaratory judgment, claiming that the city did not have authority to enact the ordinance. n222 The court disagreed
and found that as a home rule municipality, the city "had the authority to prohibit the drilling of domestic wells under its
home rule authority, and that this authority was not preempted by existing state law." n223
Second, in Stennis v. Santa Fe, n224 a similar 2008 case, a plaintiff challenged the Santa Fe ordinance, claiming
that it did not track the language of section 31-51-1.1 and that the 2001 statute invalidated the ordinance. n225 However, the court held that the ordinance was a valid exercise of the city's home rule authority and remained effective even
after the enactment of section 3-53-1.1 "because (1) Section 3-53-1.1 does not require an ordinance to track its language
and (2) the 1999 Ordinance could be applied to follow the procedural requirements of Section 3-53-1.1" if the city filed
the ordinance with the state engineer. n226
[*175] As discussed in more detail in Part IV.F of this Report, New Mexico's Sixth Judicial District Court recently
ruled that the state's domestic well statute is unconstitutional on due process grounds because it does not afford senior
water users the ability to protect their rights. n227The district court's ruling has been stayed pending an appeal from the
state engineer, but an appellate decision upholding the district court's decision could invalidate New Mexico's domestic
well statute on a statewide basis. n228
2. Subdivisions
New Mexico law requires counties to adopt rules for subdivisions that include water supply quantity and quality requirements, and counties must set forth requirements that quantify the maximum annual requirements of subdivisions,
assess water availability to meet maximum annual water requirements, and protect water supplies from contamination.
n229 County commissioners must require developers to furnish document ation showing that there is sufficient water
available for the subdivision and that the water will be of acceptable quality, while also providing documentation describing the means of liquid waste disposal, terrain management to protect against flooding, inadequate drainage, and
erosion. n230 The county commissioners cannot approve a subdivision unless they determine that the developer can
supply enough water to ful fill the proposed uses and that the proposed subdivision complies with state and county subdivision regulations. n231
Once the county commissioners have determined that a preliminary plat is complete, they must request an opinion
from the state engineer as to whether "water suffi cient in quantity to ful fill the maximum annual water requirem ents of
the subdivision" is available, and whether the developer can ful fill his or her proposals regarding water, with the exception of water quality. n232 County commissioners must also obtain opinions from the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) to determine whether the developer can provide sufficient water quality and waste disposal facilities.
n233 This assessment authority is even more limited when a developer proposes using domestic wells because the state
engineer's office has determined that it is not authorized to review whether such wells will interfere with existing
[*176] water rights or create excessive wat er table declines. n234 Counties must hire a private consulting firm to address these concerns. n235
It is important to note that counties can approve a subdivision even if the state engineer or NMED finds that that the
subdivision does not satisfy water suffi ciency and water quality requirements. n236 If the state engineer or NMED issue
an adverse opinion, the developer will have thirty days after receiving notice of the adverse opinion to submit additional
inform ation to the public agency issuing the opinion. n237 After the public agency has had an additional thirty days to
review the submitted materials, the county commissioners will hold a public hearing, at which time the developer will
have the burden of showing that an adverse opinion is incorrect either as to factual or legal matters. n238 The commissioners can chose to side with the developer and may also condition plat approval upon the fulfillment of cert ain conditions, such as using a particular water supply system. n239
For developments of five to one hundred parcels, developers must disclose information to prospective buyers about
the water availability, water quality, the means of water delivery, and the means of liquid waste disposal. n240 The state
engineer has recently enacted regulations in 2006 that prevent developers from having more than ten domestic well
permits at one time. n241

3. Drilling
It is unlawful for anyone to drill a water well of any type in New Mexico without a valid license from the state engineer, n242 and well drillers must file a well record within twenty days of completing a well. n243The record must include a well log and, among other things, the following information: 1) the name and license number of the well driller,
2) the location of the well (reported in latitude and longitude using a global positioning system (GPS) receiver capable
of five meters accuracy), 3) the dates when drilling began and ended, 4) the depth of the well, 5) the depth to water first
encountered and the depth of water upon completion of the well, 6) the estimated well yield and the method used to
estimate the yield, 7) the type and size of the [*177] casing, 8) the location of perforations, 9) the location of the sanitary seal, and 10) any other information deemed necessary by the state engineer. n244
K. North Dakota
1. Exemption
In North Dakota, a permit is required before constructing works to appropriate wat er unless the construction is for domestic purposes, livestock, fish, wildlife, or "other recreational uses." n245 The water user must immediately notify the
state engineer o f the location and capacity of the constructed works, and may apply for a permit with the state engineer
to establish a priority date. n246The statutory limit for withdrawals is 12.5 acre-feet per year. n247 It is important to
note that the exemption only refers speci fically to "constructed works, dams, or dugouts," and it is presumed that it applies to the construction of exempt wells. n248
Domestic use is defined as

the use of water by an individual, or by a family unit, or household, for personal needs and for household purposes, including, but not limited to heating, drinking, washing, sanitary and culinary uses; irrigation of land not exceeding one
acre ... in area for noncommercial gardens, orchards, lawns, trees, or shrubbery; and for household pets and domestic
animals for household sustenance and not for sale or commercial use, when the water is supplied by the individual or
family unit. n249
2. Drilling
Individuals that drill wells must comply with the rules of the state engineer, but no permit or license is explicitly required prior to drilling a domestic well. n250 Nevertheless, the state has established a state Board of Water Well Contractors. The applicability of the board's requirements to the drilling of exempt wells is not entirely clear, n251 but licensed wat er well contractors who install a well must provide the board "with an accurate record of well construction
data," which should include "drill hole diameters and depths, assembled order of size and length of casings and liners,
grouting depths, formations penetrated, water levels, location of blast shots, and pumping tests." n252
[*178]
L. Oklahoma
1. Exemption
Few states have a domestic well exemption more explicit than Oklahoma: "Any landowner has a right to take groundwater from land owned by him for domestic use without a permit. Wells for domestic use shall not be subjected to well
spacing orders, but are subject to sanctions against waste." n253 Domestic use is defined as

the use of water by a natural individual or by a family or household for household purposes, for farm and domestic animals up to the normal grazing capacity of the land and for the irrigation of land not exceeding a total of three (3) acres
in area for the growing of gardens, orchards and lawns, and for such other purposes, speci fied by Board rules, for which
de minimis amounts are used. n254

Water for domestic use can also be stored in an amount equal of two years' supply, n255 and Oklahoma municipalities
have the authority to regulate or permit the drilling of domestic wells located within their corporate limits. n256
2. Drilling
Any person engaged in the commercial drilling of groundwater wells, monitoring wells, or observation wells must apply for and obtain a license from the Oklahoma Water Resources Board. n257 A landowner who drills his or her own
domestic well does not need to obtain a license, but must construct the well to meet minimum standards to prevent pollution. n258 Commercial entities that drill domestic wells for private landowners must comply with the licensing requirements, including but not limited to minimum construction standards and the filing of well reports. n259
M. Oregon
1. Exemption
Oregon exempts many uses from the normal water permitting process. "No registration, certificate of registration, application for a permit, permit, certificate of completion or ground water right certifi cate ... is required for the use of
ground water for" 1) stock watering purposes, 2) watering any lawn or noncommerci al garden up to one-hal f acre in
area, 3) single or group domestic purposes so long as daily use is not more than 15,000 gallons per [*179] day (gpd),
or 4) any single industrial or commercial purpose not exceeding 5000 gpd. n260 Oregon's exemption also states that 1)
the water must be used benefi cially; 2) an exempt well "constitutes a right to appropriate ground water equal to that
established by a ground water right certifi cate"; 3) the state can regulat e exempt uses and can use the date indicated on
the well log or other documentation provided by the owner showing when water use began; and 4) the state can require
"any person or public agency using [exempt] ground water ... to furnish information with regard to such ground water
and the use thereof." n261
Recently, in 2009, the Oregon Legislature passed a bill that amends the exemption to require owners of new exempt
wells to file their exempt groundwater use with the Oregon Water Resources Department for recoding within thirty days
after the well is completed. n262 Exempt users must also include a map of the well location (by tax lot), as well as a
one-time, $ 300 recording fee. n263 The recording fees will be deposited into a "Water Resources Department Water
Right Operating Fund," and will be used to evaluate groundwater supplies, conduct groundwater studies, and carry out
groundwater monitoring. n264 The fees will also fund the data processing, administration, and enforcem ent costs associated with requiring exempt users to provide information on their water use, collecting well location maps, and recording exempt uses. n265
It is also important to note that the Water Resources Commission (WRC) within the department may designate
critical groundwater areas (CGWAs) if 1) water levels are declining excessively; 2) wells substantially interfere with
one another; 3) there is substantial overdraft; or 4) there are reasonable water quality concerns in the basin. n266
CGWAs can affect exempt well regulation in the designated area, and WRC can regulate all wells - including exempt
wells - if it finds that a well is causing wasteful use of groundwater, unduly interfering with other wells, or is polluting
ground or surface water supplies. n267
In addition, Oregon's regulations require that "the seller of the real estate shall, upon accepting an offer to purchase
that real estate, have the well water tested for nitrates and total coliform bacteria." n268 The Oregon Department of
Health can also require additional testing if the well is located [*180] in a designated area, but the failure on the part of
the seller to comply with this requirement "will not interfere with the sale of the property." n269
2. Drilling
All well drillers must obtain a water well constructor's license form and submit a report to WRC before drilling a well.
n270 Licensed well drillers and any other person who constructs, alters, converts, or abandons a well must provide
WRC with a well log within thirty days of completion. n271 The log must contain 1) the well owner, 2) the dates of
construction, 3) the depth and diameter of the well, 4) the kind and amount of the casing and where placed in the well,
5) the flow in cubic feet per second or gallons per minute of a flowing well and the shut-in pressure in pounds per
square inch, 6) the static water level with reference to land surface and the drawdown with respect to the amount of water pumped per minute, 7) the kind and nature of the material in each stratum penetrated, and 8) the temperature of the
groundwater encountered and other charact eristics. n272 Of note, well reports in Oregon are not confidential, and the
Oregon Water Resources Department provides scanned images of all such reports to the public through its website.
n273

N. South Dakota
1. Exemption
South Dakota's exemption states that "any person desiring to make reasonable domestic use of water from any source
may do so without obtaining a permit." n274 Water used for the following qualify as reasonable domestic uses so long
as they do not withdraw more than 25,920 gallons per day (gpd) (eighteen gallons per minute (gpm) on an average daily
basis) with a maximum pumping rate of twenty-five gpm: 1) individual farm or ranch use including livestock water, 2)
individual household use for drinking, washing, sanitary, culinary, and other ordinary household purposes, 3) irrigation
of a noncommercial family garden, trees, lawn shrubbery, or orchard that is not greater than one acre, 4) water uses in
schools, parks, and other public recreation areas, 5) water used in providing geothermal heat for a single household, and
6) water used for noncommercial on-farm alcohol production. n275 Larger domestic wells in operation before July 1,
1983, are grandfathered under the statute, and the "use of water supplied by a water [*181] distribution system for the
preceding purposes, for the occupants of schools, hospitals, and other custodial care facilities and for fire protection is a
domestic use as against appropriative rights having a priority after June 30, 1978." n276 Commercial uses require a
permit even if they pump less than eighteen gpm. n277
Domestic users may pay a twenty-five dollar fee to register a domestic well with the South Dakota Water Management Board (WMB) "to document the location and output of their water supply and the quality of its water"; such registration is not subject to the state's prior appropriation procedures. n278 Registration is only available for wells that have
been constructed in accordance with South Dakota's adequate well requirements, and landowners must submit a water
quality analysis and a well driller's report regarding the well's construction signed by licensed well driller with their
registration application. n279 It is unclear what benefits an exempt well owner will receive by registering his or her
well.
South Dakota law also allows landowners to construct dams or dugouts that store twenty-five acre-feet or less
without a permit if the dam or dugout is located on a dry draw or nonnavigable watercours e. n280 Landowners must file
a location notice with the county Register of Deeds and WMB, which gives the landowner certain rights and a priority
date. n281 Landowners cannot construct such dams if they will change the course of the water, interfere with vested
water rights, or flood the lands of others unless an easement is obtained. n282 WMB cannot enforce limitation on domestic interference with water permits or rights on the same watercourse except in response to a written complaint from
a person claiming interference. n283
2. Drilling
All well drillers must have a valid license before drilling a well. n284 "No license may be issued unless the applicant is
experienced and knowledgeable in good well construction methods." n285 For each well that they drill, well drillers
must keep an accurat e record and file all well construction records with the chief engineer within one month of completing the well. n286 The South Dakota Administrative Code also requires well drillers to submit a well log within thirty
days of completing the well. n287
[*182] South Dakota law also requires lots to be at least one acre in size for a well and septic tank to be on the
same lot. n288This can creat e problems when a well or septic tank has to be replaced on a lot that predates the one-acre
standard. n289 South Dakota requires all new exempt wells to be tested for nitrates, sodium, sulfate, conductivity, and
bacteri a. n290
O. Texas
1. Exemption
Texas law prevents water districts from requiring "any permit issued" for wells "used solely for domestic use or for
providing water for livestock or poultry on a tract of land larger than 10 acres" that are "incapable of producing more
than 25,000 gallons of groundwater a day." n291 The exemption also prohibits districts from restricting the production
of any well that satisfies the exemption criteria but requires that groundwater withdrawn from an exempt well that is
"subsequently transported outside the boundaries of the district is subject to any applicable production and export fees."
n292
One notable exception to the above rule applies to exempt wells located in the Hill Country Priority Groundwater
Management Area (Hill Country PGMA), which encompasses all or part of a number of counties in south-central Texas.

n293 Under this exception, districts in the Hill Country PGMA can require permits and compliance with district rules if
a well is "no longer used solely for domestic use or to provide water for livestock or poultry." n294 Only groundwater
districts in the Hill Country PGMA may regulate domestic and livestock wells under this provision. n295
It is also important to note that the Texas Water Code does not define the term "domestic use" as it applies to the
exemption. n296 However, Title 30 of the Texas Administrative Code for the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality provides some guidance by defining "domestic use" as "use of water by an individual or a household to support
domestic activity [which] may include water for drinking, washing, or culinary purposes; for irrigation of lawns, or of a
family garden and/or orchard; [*183] for watering of domestic animals; and for water recreation including aquatic and
wildlife enjoyment." n297
Lastly, although exempt wells do not require a permit, they must "be registered in accordance with rules promulgated by the district," and "be equipped and maintained" so that they conform to the district's local rules regarding the
"installation of casing, pipe, and fittings," which should prevent the escape of "groundwat er from a groundwater reservoir to any reservoir not containing groundwater." n298 Such casings, pipes, and fittings must also prevent the "pollution or harmful alteration" of the water locat ed in any groundwater reservoir. n299
2. Subdivisions
Texas's domestic and livestock exemption does not apply to wells that "supply water for a subdivision of land for
which a plat approval is required" under Texas's Local Government Code. n300 This exemption applies only to counties
that are located within fi fty miles of an international border or are located within 100 miles and contain the major portion of a city with a population of more than 250,000 (these counties must comply with model subdivision rules as a
condition for plat approval). n301 Of note, Title 30 of the Texas Administrative Code implements statutory authority
that authorizes municipal and county authorities to require certi fication by developers that adequate groundwater is
available for a proposed subdivision if groundwater will be the source of the subdivision's water supply. n302
3. Drilling
Any driller of an exempt well in Texas must file a "drilling log" with the district. n303 The Texas exemption does not
speci fy criteri a that the driller must follow in filing a drilling log, nor does it establish licensing requirements or specific
knowledge on the part of the driller. n304 Water well drillers are regulated by the Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation under Chapter 1901 of the Occupations Code. n305
[*184]
P. Utah
1. No Exemption
Utah is the only western state that does not exempt small domestic groundwater uses from its permitting and adjudication processes. n306 Instead, all Utah waters, "whether above or under the ground," are public property, n307 and those
seeking to drill a domestic well must obtain a right to use unappropriated groundwater from the state engineer, n308 or
purchas e a valid existing right and seek approval of a change application on that right. n309 There are no exceptions to
this rule, and the Utah Supreme Court has consistently stated that it "has never adopted the so-called "de minimus' theory ... that an application either to appropriate or change the diversion or use of water should be approved if the effect
on prior vested rights is so small that courts will not be concerned therewith." n310 Consequently, there is no separate
permitting process for domestic wells.
Those seeking to drill a domestic well must follow the same procedures as other potential water users by filing an
application to appropriate or change application with the state engineer. n311 Among other things, the application must
describe the nature of the proposed use; the quantity of water in acre-feet to be appropriated; the location of the diversion; and the dimensions, grade, shape, and nature of the proposed diversion. n312 The state engineer has the discretion
to not publish notice of applications that seek to appropriate or permanently change "a small amount of water" i f the
proposed use will not impair other rights. n313 However, the state engineer must undertake a "thorough investigation of
the application" and follow the [*185] same notice rules that apply to other applications if impairment is possible.
n314 Specifically, he must publish notice "once a week for a period of two successive weeks" in the county where the
water source is located and where the water is to be used. n315 Protestants typically have twenty days to file a protest
with the state engineer, and a hearing will be held if necessary. n316

After the notice and hearing requi rements are satisfied, the state engineer will approve the application if it satisfies
the following criteria, which apply to applications to appropriate and change applications: n317 1) "there is unappropriated water in the proposed source"; 2) "the proposed use will not impair existing rights or interfere with the more benefi cial use of the water"; 3) "the proposed plan is physically and economically feasible"; 4) "the applicant has the financial ability to complete the proposed works"; and 5) "the application was filed in good faith and not for purposes of
speculation or monopoly." n318 Upon approval, the state engineer will then issue a "Start Card" authorizing the applicant to drill the proposed well with the help of a licensed well driller. n319
The most important step in establishing a water right in Utah is to put the water to benefi cial use. n320 Other important steps include filing proof with the state engineer to demonstrate that use n321 and obtaining a certificate from
the state engineer to establish that the right is vested in the certificate holder's name. n322 The water right holder then
has the continuing responsibility to put the right to beneficial use. n323 However, for wells that withdraw "a small
amount of water," Utah law allows applicants rather than a licensed engineer or surveyor to submit proof that he or she
has placed the water to use. n324
2. How Utah Administers Its Domestic and Stock Permitting Processes
Given the concern in other states over the administrative costs of permitting small groundwater uses, it is worthwhile to
discuss how many [*186] permit applications Utah receives for domestic and stock uses and how it administers its
permitting and monitoring processes. Utah receives approximat ely 1300 small domestic and stock groundwater permit
applications per year, and there are about 41,000 such wells in the state. n325 The fee for a permit application is $ 150
and most small domestic applications are routine. n326 In addition, protests typically pertain to issues that have been
heard before, so hearings occur less frequently for domestic applications than fo r other types of applications. n327
The amount of time it takes to process an application depends upon whether the state engineer publishes notice. If
the state engineer decides that advertising is unnecessary, the application will receive approval in less than two months,
with some applications obtaining approval in under two weeks. n328 However, applications that are advertized have a
mandatory, five-week delay and take about three to five months to obtain approval. n329 Applications that require a
hearing may take as long as a year becaus e Utah only holds hearings twice a year in each wat er right area. n330
According to Boyd Clayton, Deputy Engineer for Utah's Division of Water Rights, Utah is able to permit small
groundwater uses because "the burden has always been there so we just consider it part of the necessary workload."
n331 However, he reports that "delays have been an issue for all water right applications and a backlog of 5000 applications has accumulated over a period of 25-30 years." n332 Mr. Clayton also reports "that there has been a significant
push" during the past five years "to provide adequate funding to get the work done and focus on eliminating the backlog." n333 As a result, "the backlog is now under 3000 applications and improved processes are in place which reduce
time to process [and] which will get even better once the workload decreas es as a result of backlog elimination." n334
Of note, Mr. Clayton also reports that Utah does not monitor small domestic and groundwater wells "in most cases."
n335 Utah relies heavily on a statewide groundwater monitoring program cooperatively operated with the United States
Geological Survey to collect pertinent groundwater data, including water levels and estimated well withdrawals. n336
Mr. Clayton also states that the absence of an exemption has generally not hindered development in rural areas of
Utah, but that "complying with [*187] policy in areas closed to new appropriation has been a factor." n337 In these
areas, those seeking to install a new domestic well must purchase an existing water right and file an application to
change the right to the new domestic use. n338 It also "takes additional time and money to find a suitable existing water
right," and the cost for purchasing such a right for a domestic use varies by region; it typically ranges from $ 1000 to $
5000, and in some areas can be substantially more. n339This additional cost has created some controversy becaus e "not
all water rights are created equal" and "it takes longer to process change applications because the existing water right
must be evaluated." n340 Further, the change is limited to an equivalent use and water right owners become "much
more protective of [their] rights once an area is closed because the wat er rights become significantly more valuable."
n341
3. Subdivisions
Utah does not treat small groundwater wells differently than other subdivision uses. n342 Nevertheless, local governments are "generally aware of water right requirem ents and will not issue building permits without an approved water
right." n343
4. Drilling

In Utah, all well drillers "shall obtain a license ... before engaging in well drilling," and must file a bond with the state
engineer's office. n344 The state engineer's offi ce is vested with the authority to make rules establishing the amount of
the well driller's bond and licensing requirements. n345 Among other requirements, well driller applicants must 1) be at
least twenty-one years of age, 2) provide documentation showing two years of full-time well drilling experience or
showing construction of sixteen wells under the supervision of a licensed well driller, 3) provide a copy of the well log
for each well constructed, 4) and pass oral and written examinations. n346 [*188] A licensed well driller is not required for a well thirty feet deep or less. n347 Any wells in excess of thirty feet may only be drilled after authorization
by the Utah Division of Water Rights. n348 A well log must be submitted on each well drilled. n349 These provisions
are strictly enforced, and failure to comply could result in revocation of a well driller license. n350
Q. Washington
1. Exemption
Washington's groundwater belongs to the public n351 and is subject to appropriation for benefi cial use provided that a
permit is first obtained from the state's Department of Ecology (Ecology). n352 However, Washington law does not
require permits for withdrawals of groundwater for 1) "stock-watering purposes," 2) "the watering of a lawn or of a
noncommercial garden not exceeding one-hal f acre in area," 3) "single or group domestic uses in an amount not exceeding five thousand gallons a day," or 4) "an industrial purpose in an amount not exceeding five thousand gallons a day."
n353
Once perfected, these exempt withdrawals are equal to a permitted right n354 and are not exempt from the other
provisions of Washington's Water Code. n355 In particular, exempt wells are subject to the same priority system as
other appropriators, n356 and must not impair surface water rights n357 or be used without an economic beneficial use.
n358 As will be discussed in Part IV of this Report, the Washington Supreme Court has interpreted the "single or group
domestic" use provision to mean that developers who intend to use [*189] exempt wells to supply water to a subdivision are limited to only one 5000 gallons per day (gpd) exemption for the entire project instead of one exempt well with
a 5000 gpd exemption for each individual lot. n359
The exemption does not specify a limit for stock water purposes, and there are conflicting interpretations as to
whether such use is subject to any limitation. n360 However, as discussed further in Part IV of this Report, the Washington attorney general issued a form al advisory opinion in 2005 that interpreted the exemption as being unlimited.
n361 Prior to the opinion, Ecology had consistently interpreted the stock watering exemption as being limited to 5000
gpd. n362 However, it has since changed its practices to conform to the opinion. n363
The exemption also contains two provisions that further limit its scope. n364 First, the exemption authorizes Ecology to require exempt well users "to furnish information as to the means for and the quantity of [the] withdrawal," n365
thereby providing it with the ability to quantify the amount of water that exempt wells withdraw. n366 Second, the exemption gives users whose withdrawals do not exceed 5000 gpd the option of filing applications and declarations and
obtaining permits and certificat es "in the same manner and under the same requirements" that are used for nonexempt
groundwater withdrawals. n367
It is also important to note that Washington law allows any party to petition Ecology to adopt rulemaking procedures, n368 and authorizes Ecology to withdraw waters from additional appropriations if suffi cient information is "lacking to allow for the making of sound decisions." n369 Likewise, all diversion owners, including exempt well owners,
"shall maintain, to the satisfaction of the department of ecology, substantial controlling works and a measuring device
constructed and maintained to permit accurat e measurem ent and practical regulation of the flow of water divert ed."
n370 Ecology also has the authority to require metering and reports regarding the amounts of water being diverted, but
generally does not meter exempt [*190] wells. n371 Nevertheless, Ecology has exercised this authority to limit the
exemption or to require meters in a number of areas, including the Walla Walla River Basin, n372 the upper portion of
Kittitas County, n373 and the Lower and Upper Skagit Water Resources Inventory Areas. n374
2. Subdivisions
Washington law states that cities, towns, and counties cannot approve a proposed subdivision without making written
findings that "appropriate provisions" for potable water supplies, sanitary wastes, and other conditions are available, and
that the public use and interest will be served by approving the subdivision. n375

3. Drilling
Individuals drilling an exempt well must comply with Washington's statutory and regulatory standards. n376 Prospective well owners must file a notice of intent to drill at least seventy-two hours before starting work on a well and must
pay a fee. n377 It is also unlawful "for any person to contract to engage in the construction of a well or to act as a well
operator without first obtaining a license." n378 However, a license is not required for individuals who drill wells on
land they own, lease, or in which they have a beneficial interest as contract purchas ers so long as the individuals utilize
the land "for farm or single-family residential use only." n379These individuals must also comply with all other fees,
notice and reporting requirem ents, and well construction standards. n380 Once a well is complete, "any person authorized ... to [*191] construct ... a well shall furnish a well report to the director [of Ecology] within thirty days after the
completion of the construction ... of a well." n381
R. Wyoming
1. Exemption
Wyoming does not have a permitting exemption except for certain types of monitoring wells and dewatering wells.
n382 Instead, any person who intends to drill a well must pay a fee and file an application for a permit with the state
engineer before constructing a well. n383 Wyoming law also dictates that a groundwater application "shall be granted as
a matter of course" unless the state engineer determines that granting the application "would not be in [the] public's water interest." n384 The state engineer may also cancel an application if "the proposed means of diversion or construction
are inadequate" or the application is otherwise defective. n385
However, Wyoming law does exempt domestic and livestock groundwater uses from ordinary adjudication. n386 In
order to qualify for the exemption, the domestic use must pertain to "household use and the watering of lawns and gardens for noncommercial family use where the area to be irrigated does not exceed one (1) acre," and the maximum production does not exceed twenty-five gpm. n387 A domestic water right also allows water to serve up to three homes, but
the total amount of lawn and garden to be watered cannot exceed one acre, while a stock water right covers up to four
stock tanks within one mile of the well or spring. n388
In addition, Wyoming law prohibits the construction of any subdivision water supply without a permit from DEQ,
but exempts [*192] "subdivision water supplies consisting of individual wells serving individual lots of a subdivision"
from this requirement. n389
If a proposed well is in one of Wyoming's designated groundwater control areas, the state engineer will issue public
notice and allow for the filing of objections before issuing a permit. n390 If objections are filed, a hearing will be held
on the application before the appropriate control area advisory board and the state engineer or state Board of Control.
n391 After receiving the advice of the control area advisory board, the state engineer must grant the application if 1)
"there are unappropri ated waters in the proposed source"; 2) "the proposed means of diversion or construction is adequate"; 3) the proposed location of the well "does not conflict with any well spacing or well distribution regulation";
and 4) the "proposed use would not be detrimental to the public interest." n392 If the application or petition "is incomplete or otherwise defective," the state engineer may return it for correction; if it is not corrected within ninety days, it
will be rejected. n393 The exemption of domestic stock use wells from this process is significant because it allows for
the permitting of such wells within a control area without public notice or a determination from the state engineer that
unappropriat ed waters are available. n394
Although domestic and stock use wells are generally not subject to Wyoming's adjudication process, n395 the state
engineer, with the concurrence of Wyoming's Board of Control, has the discretion to order the adjudication of any
groundwater appropriation, including domestic and stock wells. n396 The state engineer also has the discretion to "require the filing of a map signed by a Wyoming licensed professional engineer or land surveyor, showing the location of
the well and the points and areas of use," and can order the inspection of an exempt well. n397
It is also important to note that domestic and livestock wells "have a preferred right over rights for all other uses,
regardless of their dates or priority." n398 If a well "shall interfere unreasonably with an adequate" domestic or livestock well, the operator of the domestic or livestock well can petition the state engineer to "order the interfering appropriator to cease or reduce withdrawals ... unless [that] appropriator shall furnish at his own expense, suffici ent water ...
to meet the need for domestic or stock use." n399 In cases of interference between two domestic or livestock wells, "the
appropriation with the earliest priority shall have the better right." n400

[*193]
2. How Wyoming Administers Its Domestic and Stock Permitting Processes
Although Wyoming generally exempts domestic and stock uses from its adjudication process, the state is unique in that
it does not have an exemption to its permitting process. As of October 2008, Wyoming had received approximately
70,723 domestic and stock permit applications, of which about 70,543 were approved to permit status. n401 Over the
last six years, the state has received an average of 1566 domestic and stock permit applications per year and received
1476 applications in 2008. n402
According to Lisa Lindemann, the administrator of the Ground Water Division within the Wyoming State Engineer's Office, "application for a domestic/stock use is similar to any other use," including irrigation, municipal, industrial, miscellaneous, monitor/test wells, and coalbed methane wells. n403 Applicants must complete an "Application for
Permit to Appropriate Ground Water," or "U.W. 5" form, and submit it to the state engineer along with an application
fee of $ 50.00. n404The application form requires, among other things, information describing the location of the well,
its estimated depth, the maximum instantaneous flow, the maximum annual volumetric quantity of water, and the identity of the owner of the land on which the well will be constructed. n405
3. Subdivisions
Wyoming law vests the Board of County Commissioners in each county with the authority to regulate subdivisions in
unincorporat ed areas. n406 As part of the subdivision permit application, developers proposing to use "individual on-lot
wells" must provide county commissioners with a report demonstrating the safety and adequacy of the water supply
system. n407 Such a report must include 1) the estimated number of gallons per day the subdivision will use, 2) information regarding the potential availability and quality of the proposed groundwater source, 3) documentation showing
that the proposed water supply will be compatible with and will not be adversely affect ed by the subdivision's proposed
sewage system, 4) a list of all surface and groundwater rights that will be used or may be impacted by the proposed subdivision, and 5) plans to mitigate any water rights conflicts that may result from the subdivision's proposed water use.
n408
Upon receipt of a completed subdivision permit application, county commissioners will forward the application to
DEQ to review the safety and [*194] adequacy of the proposed sewage and water supply systems. n409 DEQ may
request the assistance of the state engineer, the Wyoming Water Development Office, and any other state agency or
local government entity in preparing its review. n410 DEQ will issue its written comments and recommendations within
thirty days after receipt of the application. n411 It has also enacted regulations regarding the review process, n412
which require 1) information describing the potential availability and quality of groundwater for applications proposing
the use of "on-lot wells," 2) water quality data for a number of analytes, including nitrates, sulfates, calcium, lead, arsenic, and other contaminants for "on-lot well" subdivisions, 3) documentation of activities within one quarter mile of the
subdivision that may adversely impact water quality, and 4) a demonstration to the administrator of the Water Quality
Division that a qualified professional in surface and groundwat er protection has reviewed all sewage or wat er supply
systems. n413
It is important to note, however, that Wyoming law gives county commissioners the authority to approve a subdivision permit application notwithstanding an adverse recommendation from DEQ, provided that the developer provides
all potential buyers with a copy of the recommendation prior to sale. n414
4. Drilling
It is unlawful for any person in Wyoming "to construct, alter or rehabilitate a water well ... without a license." n415
However, this requirement does not apply to an individual who is "drilling a well on land owned by him." n416 Once an
exempt well is completed, the owner must report to the state engineer n417 by filing a "Statement of Completion and
Description of Well or Spring," which provides the relevant well completion information, including the type of construction used to drill the well, the date of completion, information regarding the well's pump, the well depth, pump test
results, and information describing the quality of the water. n418 The priority date of such wells "shall date from the
filing or registration [of the well] in the state engineer's office." n419
[*195]
III. How Exempt Wells Can Complicate or Compromise Water Resources Allocation, Administration, and Quality

As discussed below, the unquantified and unregulated nature of exempt wells poses possible challenges to 1) water
resources allocation, n420 2) administration, n421 and 3) water quality. n422The purpose of this Part is to promote
discussion of the potential challenges and problems that may result from exempt well use. Consequently, it should not
be assumed that these challenges have occurred or will occur in every western state.
A. Water Resources Allocation
1. The Cumulative Effect of Many Exempt Wells May Equal the Impact of a Single Large Withdrawal
The underlying policy supporting exempt wells is the belief that they withdraw a de minimis amount of water, and that
it is not worth the time and effort needed for small groundwater users to apply for permits and for states to permit such
uses. n423 However, there are now over a million exempt wells throughout the West, and tens of thousands more are
drilled each year. n424 Taken together, there is a possibility that the cumulative withdrawals from these wells are not de
minimis, and therefore have the potential to impact water resource allocation.
Some states with large numbers of exempt wells include Arizona, with over 100,000 exempt wells n425 and where
3000 new exempt wells are drilled each year; n426 Colorado, with an estimated 200,000 exempt wells; n427 Idaho,
where about 4500 new wells are drilled each year; n428 Montana, where over 100,000 water right certi ficates have been
issued for exempt wells n429 and [*196] where closed basins could see the installation of approximately 30,000 wells
in the next twenty years; n430 New Mexico, where over 136,000 domestic wells exist n431 and 6000 to 8000 new permits are issued each year; n432 Oregon, where 230,000 exempt wells exist and approximately 3800 are drilled annually;
n433 Washington, where an estimated 500,000 to 750,000 wells exist, n434 and 6000 to 9000 are drilled annually; n435
and Wyoming, with 70,543 domestic and stock wells in existence. n436 Exempt wells are also prominent at local levels,
as demonstrated by the 9400 exempt wells in Arizona's Prescott Active Management Area (AMA), which constitute the
third largest water use in the AMA. n437 Likewise, some estimates in New Mexico indicate that the total diversion of
exempt wells in the Rio Grande drainage basin during 1995 was 19,318 acre-feet, which is equivalent to 2.9 percent of
the basin's groundwater diversions and about 0.9 percent of groundwater and surface water diversions combined. n438
Most reports indicate that exempt wells pump far less than their statutory allotments, and it is unlikely that every
exempt well in a state would pump at full or even half capacity. n439 However, the potential exists for an expansion in
use, and some have theorized that periods of economic distress could result in the increased use of exempt wells to irrigate food gardens, which could creat e a significant increas e in depletions. n440 Therefore, depending upon a state's
particular circumstances, it is possible that the cumulative impact of tens and hundreds of thousands of exempt wells
could impact water rights and supplies.
Many times the problems that exempt wells pose do not stem from thousands of wells spread across a state, but
from dozens or hundreds of concentrated wells pumping water from the same source, such as a subdivision. n441 In this
scenario, the cumulative impact is significant even i f [*197] each individual well only withdraws a de minimis amount
of wat er. Forexample, Montana's Department of Natural Resources and Conservation's Water Management Bureau has
concluded that "300 homes using exempt wells with 1/2 acre of lawn and garden irrigation will consume about 204
acre-feet of water" each year, which is about the equivalent of the estimated 207 acre-feet "consumed by one center
pivot irrigating 138 acres of al fal fa." n442 The bureau also reports that "100 individual wells serving a subdivision will
have the same magnitude of depletion as one or more larger non-exempt wells for a public water system serving the
same number of households from the same aqui fer." n443 Likewise, some reports in New Mexico indicate that water
levels have declined several tens of feet over the years in areas with dense populations of exempt wells near Placitas,
while water levels have declined for many individual wells in parts of southern Santa Fe County. n444
If exempt wells have a large cumulative impact, it is possible the impact could create a number of problems in aquifers that are sensitive to pumping by depleting them at rates that exceed their safe yield. Aquifers compact as they are
depleted, which permanently diminishes their storage capacity; makes groundwater more diffi cult and costly to extract
as the water table lowers; and increas es the likelihood of land subsidence, which can lead to fissures in the earth's surface that can damage roads, foundations, and even airport runways. n445
Notwithstanding these concerns, exempt wells do not necessarily have a negative impact on groundwater supplies
and aquifers in every instance. In particular, when subdivisions replace historically irrigated land, it is possible that the
decline in irrigation uses can offset the increase in exempt well use. n446 It is also possible for subdivisions to decrease
overall water consumption if their consumptive use is less than the irrigation uses they replace. n447 Even if the exempt
wells use the same amount of water, some proponents have argued that there is little difference between using an ex-

empt well to water a lawn or garden and using a nonexempt well to provide water for crops. n448 Moreover, some experts maintain that the amount of water exempt wells use is inconsequential when compared to stream flows and irrigation uses. n449
[*198] It should be noted, however, that these "offsets" may not apply in every situation. First, there will be no irrigation offs et if exempt wells are drilled on land in which the previous irrigation right was severed and sold to another
irrigator for use on different lands. Second, new exempt uses are not offset by a decrease in irrigation if the subdivision
is built on land that was not historically irrigated. Third, the new exempt uses may exceed the historic irrigation uses.
This is probable in situations where the historic irrigation use 1) occurred during the early portion of the irrigation season, 2) was used for flood irrigation with a lower depletion rate than sprinkler irrigation, and 3) was so junior that a water commissioner typically curtailed its use early in a season. n450
2. The Impacts of Exempt Wells upon Surface Flows, Habitats, and Aquifers
It is a basic hydrologic principle that groundwater and surface water are two manifestations of a unitary resource, and
that an increase in the consumption of groundwater can reduce surface flows by intercepting water that would otherwise
recharge a stream or by capturing water from the stream itself. n451 Moreover, a reduction in surface flows can threaten
the flora and fauna that depend upon such flows to support the riparian habitats and wetlands in which they live. n452
This means that large numbers of exempt wells have the potential to deplete surface flows in the same proportion as
regulated wat er users, n453 which could harm flora and fauna if they are concentrated in an aqui fer that is sensitive to
pumping and hydrologically connected to surface water sources. n454
Exempt wells may pose a particular threat to rivers or streams with surface flows that are already impaired or are in
danger of becoming impaired. This is possible because most western exemptions do not prevent landowners from installing exempt wells on aquifers that are hydrologically connected to streams and wetlands with impaired surface
flows. n455 As more and more people use exempt wells to satisfy their need for water, the possibility that such wells
will lower surface flows and harm flora and fauna habitat increases.
However, it is possible that exempt wells can enhance surface flows in some instances by reintroducing deeper levels of groundwat er back to the surface. n456 Some well drillers also maintain that exempt wells use a relatively small
amount of groundwat er when compared with other uses, and that [*199] most of the water that is withdrawn returns
and recharges the aqui fer. n457 In those areas where subdivisions with exempt wells have replaced irrigat ed farmland, it
is possible that the subdivisions may not impact stream flows n458 or may actually increase such flows, provided that
they use an equal or lesser amount of water and the surface wat er rights are not severed from the land.
Nevertheless, some observers believe that there are instances where exempt wells have begun damaging underground sources for rivers and have damaged riparian habitats that depend upon subsurface and surface flows. n459 The
fact that most exempt wells are not subject to replenishment obligations and other requirements needed to ensure safeyield goals means that there is a risk that they will reduce surface flows and have a negative impact upon the environment. n460 Even if the relative number of exempt wells is not large, they can pose a significant threat to surface flows
and riparian habitats if they are located in aquifers that are sensitive to pumping, or where any increas e in groundwater
depletion will decrease flows and impact habitats. n461
Lastly, the unregulated nature of exempt wells could pose problems to aquifers themselves. If exempt wells are installed in an aquifer that has been closed and is sensitive to pumping, the cumulative withdrawal of the wells could theoretically lower the aqui fer's water table below safe yield levels. This, in turn, could create habitat loss for the plants and
animals that depend upon the aquifer, force other well users to drill deeper wells by lowering the water table, impair
water quality, and cause overlying land to crack or subside. n462 In extreme cases, it is possible that drilling exempt
wells in particularly sensitive aquifers could serve as a tipping point that results in the dewatering of an aqui fer and the
permanent loss of water supplies to other users and habitats. This risk is greater in aquifers that recharge slowly, such as
those not connected to surface flows, because it can take hundreds of years for such aqui fers to recharge. n463
3. The Potential Impact of Exempt Wells upon Water Rights
One of the primary concerns associated with exempt wells is that they will pump water out of turn, thereby reducing
the amount of water available to senior users. n464 This concern is elevated when exempt wells are used in closed basins or other hydrologically-stressed areas, and exempt [*200] withdrawals could force senior right holders to pay the
price of the reduced aqui fer li fe by decreasing the value of their rights or by forcing them to bear the burden of delivering water under interstate compacts. n465

Most western exemptions provide senior users with limited recourse when an exempt well impairs their rights because exempt wells are typically not subject to standard permitting and adjudication procedures. n466 This means that
senior users frequently do not receive notice, are not afforded the opportunity to object to the drilling of an exempt well,
and have little means to stop an exempt well that impairs their rights from pumping. This problem is further compounded by the fact that most exemptions only provide limited guidance as to what steps a senior user should employ if
an exempt well impairs his or her rights. n467
In his presentation at the WSWC's 156th Council Meeting in Arlington, Virginia, New Mexico State Engineer John
D'Antonio, Jr. spoke of this problem, stating that "depletions due to domestic wells statewide are creating a debt to legitimate [water right] owners that will grow into the future." n468 Similarly, Arizona attorney Rita Maguire has opined
that subdivisions in north Phoenix that rely upon exempt wells "will likely reduce the amount of groundwat er available
to certifi cated subdivisions," and that "current [Arizona] law provides no protection from these unregulated pumpers
and no mechanism for reevaluating the available water supplies for a subdivision." n469 New Mexico and Arizona are
not unique in this respect, and the potential for infringem ent upon senior rights exists in every state that exempts certain
types of groundwat er usage from its permitting or adjudication procedures.
Exempt wells may also have a negative impact upon other wells, both exempt and nonexempt, by withdrawing
groundwater and lowering the water table in aquifers that are sensitive to pumping or overappropriat ed. n470 The fact
that most exempt wells can be installed without any determination as to whether they will impact other wells creates an
inherent risk that such wells could have a negative impact on existing, neighboring wells. n471 This raises issues of
fairness between exempt well users who generally continue pumping in times of water shortages, and more senior, regulated water users whose usage can be curtailed in times of shortage. Although this issue has not been heavily litigated in
the West, it is possible that western states could see an increase in litigation involving exempt wells as water supplies
decrease and more exempt wells are used to satisfy demand for fresh wat er supplies.
Although New Mexico is the only state in which a court has found an exemption to be unconstitutional, n472 it is
theoretically possible that courts in [*201] other states could reach the same conclusion. This is so because exemptions
in most states do not provide senior users with an adequate mechanism to protect their rights.
4. Well Owners May Lack the Hydrologic Knowledge and Engineering Expertise to Develop a Long-Term Water
Supply
When landowners drill exempt wells, they become their own de facto water supply managers. n473 However, unlike
professional water managers, many exempt well owners do not have a hydrology background and may lack the information needed to understand aquifer conditions, their future water supply, or the effect their wells may have upon other
water rights. n474 As a result, such landowners may be unable to create strategi es for developing long-term water supplies, and their actions may create dry wells, well-to-well impacts, aquifer depletion, and other problems that may otherwise be avoided with a proper understanding of hydrology and the right information. n475
B. Administration
1. There Is a Lack of Information Regarding Exempt Wells
Throughout the West, there is a general lack of adequat e inform ation regarding the number of exempt wells and the
amount of groundwat er they withdraw. n476 This could theoretically pose challenges to water resources managers as
they creat e water budgets. n477 In particular, a lack of adequate information regarding exempt well impacts could frustrate the ability of state water resource managers to quantify available groundwater supplies, create comprehensive
groundwater management plans, calculate the amounts of wat er needed for instream flows, administer water rights, and
determine i f water is available for appropriation. n478
It is important to note that the exempt well statutes and water codes of many western states require well identification information such as well [*202] logs, notices of completion, or registration. n479 However, these documents may
not always provide adequate information about how much water an exempt well actually withdraws or consumes in a
given year, n480 and compliance is not always guaranteed. n481 For example, in Montana, well users must file a notice
of completion after drilling a domestic well, but some reports indicate that many users are unaware of this requirement,
assume that the well log that the well driller files is the same as the notice of completion, or believe that the developer
of the subdivision had the necessary authority to use the water. n482

Moreover, many states have not always required well location inform ation, and it may be diffi cult to locate those
wells that were created before the enactment of reporting provisions. n483 In particular, Washington started collecting
well identification information in the 1970s and reported in 2001 that it could identify about 250,000 of its estimated
500,000 to 750,000 exempt wells. n484 This lack of information regarding the location of exempt wells makes it difficult for states to quantify their withdrawals and their impact upon water resources. n485
2. There Is a Lack of Administrative Resources for Exempt Well Monitoring and Enforcement
Every exempt well statute in the western states contains some type of limit or condition regarding the amount of water
that individuals can withdraw without a permit or without being subject to adjudication. n486 However, ensuring that
well users comply with statutory limitations may strain state agencies beyond their administrative capacity. For example, Washington's Department of Ecology stated in 2001 that it had "a little over three full time positions" dedicated to
measuring the state's 222,000 existing water rights claims and 500,000 to 750,000 exempt wells, and "lacks the resources necessary to enforce measurement on exempt withdrawals." n487 Given this example, it is easy to see how a
state's ability to monitor an exempt well can depend upon its available resources, which are often devot ed to monitoring
larger, nonexempt uses that have more direct and quantifi able impacts upon water rights, instream flows, and water
supplies. n488
[*203] State agencies attempting to monitor exempt wells must also determine who owns an exempt water right.
This can be a time-consuming and diffi cult challenge because exempt water rights can be trans ferred along with sales of
real estate, which means that determining ownership becomes more diffi cult if a parcel of land has been sold or subdivided multiple times. n489 Subdivision presents a particular challenge because it raises questions as to whether subdivided lots have ownership interests in an exempt well, and whether a single ownership interest has evolved into multiple
ownership interests. n490 In some cases, states often do not require buyers and sellers to provide information regarding
the sale of an exempt water right. n491 This creates record inaccuraci es that may require state agencies to research each
water right individually and compare it to land records to determine ownership. n492
These administrative challenges, as well as the general lack of information regarding exempt well numbers and locations, are some of the reasons why many states do not monitor exempt wells or enforce statutory limitations on exempt use. n493 In turn, this absence of enforcement can create an incentive for exempt well users to pump more than
the statutory limit, and one report in Washington's Walla Walla Basin has shown that some exempt well users have
withdrawn up to two to five times the legal limit. n494
3. The Challenges of Quantifying the Impacts of Exempt Wells
Quantifying the impacts of exempt wells can be a diffi cult challenge for water administrators due to the general lack of
metering and knowledge regarding the location and withdrawal capacity of exempt wells. n495 Further, the amount of
water an exempt well withdraws is not necessarily equal to its impact upon existing rights. This is due in part to the fact
that exemptions are typically based on the amount of water that is withdrawn - not the amount of water that is consumed
- and a portion of the water withdrawn is returned to the aquifer or stream when users drink, flush, or otherwise send it
down a drain. n496
Adding to this challenge is the fact that the amount of water consumed varies signifi cantly depending upon how
each individual well is used. n497 Some reports indicate that most of the water that exempt wells consume is consumed
by either evapotranspiration from plants or evaporation from [*204] exposed surfaces. n498 This means that domestic
wells that provide more water for the outdoor irrigation of lawns, gardens, and other vegetation will consume more water than wells that provide water for indoor use. Similarly, stock watering uses that entail a large groundwater pit or
pond will likely consume more water through evaporation than other stock uses. n499 As a result, one cannot assume
that the amount of water an exempt well withdraws is necessarily equal to the amount of water that it consumes, because some wells may return most of their water to an aquifer while other wells may not.
Further, a well that is close to, and hydrologically connected to, a stream will manifest its impact on surface flows
more significantly during the irrigation season than a well that is substantially distant from the river. n500 This is so
becaus e the interaction between a well and surface flows becom es more uniform and steady with time as the distance
between the well and the surface flow increases, thereby spreading a distant well's impact throughout the year. n501 For
irrigators who consume the bulk of their allocated water during the irrigation season, this means that a distant well that
consumes one-third of an acre-foot a year will only draw half this amount from a connected stream during the irrigation
season, and will therefore not have the same impact as a closer well. n502

It is also possible that measuring stream flow records or studying basin-scale water balances could be ineffective in
quantifying the impacts of exempt wells because exempt well depletions are small relative to annual flows. n503 Exempt wells also typically exist outside of the priority system and will continue pumping after a call has been issued.
n504 This means that the curtailment of junior water right holders during a call may offs et the impact of exempt wells.
n505 Moreover, depletions from wells, exempt and otherwise, can take months or years to dissipate after pumping is
curtailed, thereby impacting the ability of stream flows to accurately refl ect the impact of exempt wells. n506
4.
"Exempt" Subdivisions
From an administrative perspective, the use of exempt wells in subdivisions can pose a number of challeng es because it
occurs outside of the permitting process and increases the chance that developments are [*205] installed in areas where
the aquifer could be damaged by additional pumping, or where there are no available water supplies. If the cumulative
withdrawal of these subdivisions is large enough, large numbers of homes could be left without a reliable water supply,
thereby lessening property values and creating substantial administrative problems for water resources managers.
The impact of exempt well subdivisions is likely to be more significant in closed basins, which oftentimes experience the most growth. n507 In some cases, a population increase in a closed basin may increase the number of subdivisions that rely upon exempt wells because the cost and diffi culty of obtaining water rights to build a subdivision may
give developers an incentive to use exempt wells to satisfy the demand for new housing. This has led some critics to
claim that exemptions make good water management policies difficult to implement, while making it easier to utilize
less desirable development practices. n508
5. Exempt Wells Are Not Subject to Conservation Efforts
Exempt wells may also pose problems for public water supply operators who are attempting to implement conservation
efforts. Since most exempt wells are unregulated, exempt well owners are oft en not subject to conservation efforts and
may continue to withdraw water at unrestricted rates while the use of public supply users is curtailed. n509 In addition,
conservation efforts may provide landowners with an incentive to install more exempt wells to avoid a reduction in their
water use. n510 For example, some experts claim that efforts by Santa Fe, New Mexico, during a 1996 drought to curtail water use through rate increas es led to the creation of new exempt wells. n511 As a result, the fact that exempt well
users are not subject to conservation efforts could frustrate efforts to reduce reliance on groundwater supplies and implement conservation efforts. n512
6. Coordination Among Agencies
City and county governments typically have jurisdiction over decisions to subdivide, zone, and issue construction permits, while water supply management is the responsibility of local water suppliers. n513 Some local governments may
operate their own water departments, but such utilities [*206] are established as distinct public or private institutions
whose physical boundaries may or may not overlap with city and county boundaries. n514
Many states require some type of revi ew of proposed subdivisions to determine if they will have an adequate water
supply. n515This review occurs regardl ess of whether the proposed subdivision will utilize exempt wells or a community water supply. n516 If city and county governments do not take into account exempt well impacts, or are unable to
do so, it is theoretically possible that subdivisions without adequate water supplies could be approved. This possibility
will likely increase i f there is not sufficient communication, information sharing, or cross notification between the city
and county governments responsible for approving subdivisions and the water permitting agencies or utilities that have
the knowledge and expertise needed to quantify exempt well impacts or determine whether a proposed "exempt" subdivision will have an adequate water supply. n517
C. Potential Water Quality Problems
Exempt wells can pose a number of water quality threats. Of note, a 2009 report from the National Water-Quality Assessment Program of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) assessed water-quality conditions for domestic wells
in forty-eight states, finding that "concentrations of at least one chemical contaminant were great er than human-health
benchmarks ... in 23 percent of 1,389 domestic wells sampled." n518 In addition, about half of the wells (forty-eight
percent) contained at least one contaminant at a level of concentration that exceeded the range of values that the Secon-

dary Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends
for the aesthetic quality of water. n519 The other benchmarks to which the report refers are EPA's MCLs and USGS's
Health-Based Screening Levels. n520
In the West, exempt wells have the potential to impact water quality in the following ways: 1) naturally occurring
inorganic contaminants, n521 2) nitrification of groundwat er, n522 3) pesticide contamination, n523 4) contamination
related to [*207] maintenance or construction issues, n524 5) seawater intrusion, n525 and 6) wastewater and septic
tanks. n526
1. Naturally Occurring Inorgani c Contaminants
The USGS report found that naturally occurring inorganic chemicals were the contaminants that were most often found
in domestic wells at concentrations greater than human-health benchm arks. n527 With the exception of nitrate, these
contaminants were derived primarily from natural sources and include radon, arseni c, uranium, manganese, fluoride,
strontium, and boron. n528
With respect to radon, USGS found that concentrations of the gas were greater than EPA's proposed MCL (300 picocuries per liter (pCi/L)) in 65% of the sampled domestic wells, while 4.4% of the wells exceed USGS's proposed
MCL (4000 pCi/L). n529 In the West, concentrations were highest in crystalline-rock aqui fers located in central Colorado. n530 Health effects from radon in drinking water include an increas ed risk of cancer and primarily occur through
inhalation after the gas is released from the solution, such as in the shower. n531
The report also stated that arsenic concent rations exceeded EPA's MCL in 6.8% of domestic wells nationwide, and
in 10% of wells in several aquifer types, including basin-fill aquifers in California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas, and Nebraska, as well as the Snake River basaltic-rock aqui fers in Idaho. n532 Arsenic is toxic to humans, and
elevated concentrations in drinking water can caus e skin, bladder, and lung cancers. n533
USGS found that uranium, which can cause possible harm to kidneys in drinking water, had the "highest concentrations" in the West and in crystalline-rock aqui fers in the Rocky Mountains. n534 It also found relatively high concentrations in the groundwater of Cali fornia's Central Valley. n535
The report stated that "relatively high concentrations" of strontium, which can cause abnormal bone development,
were most common in the southwest, including the Basin and Range basin-fill aqui fer in Arizona, the southern High
Plains basin-fill aquifer, and the Edwards-Trinity sandstone/carbonate aqui fer in Texas. n536
[*208] Similarly, USGS reported that high concentrations of boron were found "most often" in basin-fill aqui fers
in California, the southern High Plains basin-fill aquifer, and the Lower Tertiary/Upper Cretaceous sandstone aqui fers
underlying Wyoming's Yellowstone River Basin. n537 Boron is an accessory element in several common minerals, and
elevated doses may have gastrointestinal, reproductive, and developmental effects. n538
Of note, the report found that contaminants found in domestic wells "usually co-occurred with other contaminants
as mixtures, rather than alone, which is a potential concern because the total toxicity of a mixture can be greater than
that of any single contaminant." n539 While only 4% of the sample domestic wells had mixtures of two or more contaminants that exceeded a human-health benchmark, 73% "contained mixtures of multiple contaminants with concentrations greater than one-tenth of their individual benchmarks." n540 The most common mixtures were inorganic contaminants such as nitrate, arsenic, radon, and uranium. n541
2. Nitrification of Groundwater Supplies
Nitrification of groundwater will occur when nitrates located above ground migrate into underlying aquifers. n542 Human activities such as crop fertilization and on-site sewage disposal typically cause nitrate concentrations, and the application of nitrogen fertilizers to fields is the primary source of nitrates in shallow groundwater. n543 The USGS report
found that "nitrate is the most common nutrient in ground water and was the only nutrient that was found at concentrations with potential human-health effects." n544 According to the report, elevated concentrations of nitrates were found
in the "Basin and Range and Central Valley basin-fill aqui fers in the Southwest and in California, [and] the west-cent ral
glacial aqui fers in the Upper Midwest." n545 Concentrations were also generally higher "in ground water near agricultural land." n546
Also, some domestic well owners may use fertilizers and other products that contain nitrates near the well heads of
domestic wells. In 1998, the Centers for Diseas e Control and Prevention (CDCP) and the National Center for Environ-

mental Health conducted a survey of the water quality drawn from domestic wells in nine Midwestern states, including
WSWC member states Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota. n547The survey [*209] found that well
owners report ed using fertilizers (11.4 percent) and manure (7.8 percent) within the past five years and within one hundred feet of a domestic well. n548 These products are also associated with coliform bacteria and Escherichia coli (E.
coli). n549
Exempt wells have the potential of causing nitrification because they are typically drilled into the shallow portions
of upper aqui fers, where nitrates are the most concentrat ed. n550 For example, the USGS report found that an analysis
of an additional 436 domestic wells targeted in shallow groundwater beneath relatively intense agricultural land-use
showed elevated concentrations of nitrate "in nearly 25 percent of the sampled wells." n551 Likewise, a report in Montana found that "ground water quality monitoring in some areas of high-growth rural subdivisions are showing gradually
rising levels of nitrates." n552
High nitrate levels in groundwater can threaten human health by causing a fatal blood disorder known as methemoglobinemia, more commonly known as "blue baby disease." n553 This disease can affect anyone, but it is particularly
dangerous for children under six months of age, and some unconfi rmed studies have suggested that nitrates may cause
cancer and birth defects. n554
3. Pesticides
Like nitrates, shallow wells are also more susceptible to pesticide contamination and other chemicals that are applied to
the land surface. This is possible because there is less distance between the land surface and the well, and because it is
less likely that chemicals will break down through natural means, be absorbed by organic matter and minerals in the
ground, or be diluted. n555 A 1996 report from USGS on the Quincy and Pasco Basins in Washington found that 63%
of wells with a depth of less than 125 feet contained pesticides. n556 In addition, the CDCP survey found that 14.3% of
the water users it studied reported using pesticides within one hundred feet of a domestic well. n557 Since many exempt
wells are shallow and draw water from [*210] shallow aquifers, n558 the possibility exists that such wells could draw
water containing unhealthy levels of pesticides.
However, it is important to note that the 2009 USGS report found that while man-made organic compounds (herbicides, insecticides, solvents, etc.) were found in 60% of the domestic wells sampled, the "concentrations were seldom
greater than human-health benchm arks (less than 1 percent of wells)." n559
4. Contamination Related to Well Maintenance and Construction
The improper maintenance and construction of exempt wells has the potential to contaminate water supplies in a variety of ways. n560 In the CDCP survey, 268 domestic wells in Nebraska had construction defi ciencies, and 55.8% of the
wells surveyed in all nine states studied in the survey did not have pitless adapters, which provide a seal between the
well casing and the distribution system. n561 In addition, 80% did not have backflow devices that prevent back siphoning of water. n562 Those wells that had these devices had up to 20% fewer contaminated samples, while wells with
cracks or holes in the well casings were seven times more likely to be contaminated than wells with intact casings. n563
There are a number of other reasons why the construction and maintenance of exempt wells can create water quality problems. First, as mentioned previously, the shallow nature of many exempt wells places them at risk of contamination because contaminants are often locat ed in the shallow reaches of the ground. The CDCP survey found traces of E.
coli, nitrates, and atrazine in samples taken from exempt domestic wells and that "most of the water samples with these
pollutants were drawn from dug or bored wells that were old and shallow and had a large-diamet er brick or concrete
casing." n564
Second, exempt wells are frequently installed too close to sources of contaminants such as septic tanks and mixing
zones. n565 The CDCP survey found that "potential contamination sources were commonly found within 100 feet of the
well heads" of domestic wells, and that wells owners reported that septic tanks (30.2%) and lateral fields (16.9%),
which contain human fecal material, were the most common pollution sources. n566 In [*211] addition, the survey
found that "less than 1% of the wells had a sewage lagoon, silage storage, agricultural drain, or sink hole within 100
feet," and that "one-fourth of the wells not only had a contamination source within 100 feet but were also down gradient
from that source." n567
Third, high concentrations of exempt wells may increase the risk of contamination by compromising natural barriers to contamination and creating more point sources for contaminants to infiltrate an aqui fer, making an aquifer more

vulnerable to contamination by increasing its susceptibility to surface activities. n568 It is also harder for public health
agenci es to ensure that each individual well does not contaminate an aquifer as opposed to a single water system that is
supplied by a consolidated supply of water. n569 This is especially true when public safety agencies do not know of the
number and location of exempt wells. As a result, many experts have argued that independent water systems that many
developers have used to supply water to subdivisions are often the source of the highest percentage of water quality
violations. n570
Fourth, some experts postulate that it can be assumed that most exempt wells are not plugged when they are abandoned and may serve as conduits for the movement of contaminat ed water into an aquifer. n571 The risk of such contamination is likely to increase after the well casing has rusted away or collapsed. n572
5. Seawater Intrusion
For coastal states such as California, Oregon, and Washington, exempt wells have the potential to cause seawater contamination of groundwater supplies. In general, the water table of a coastal aqui fer is higher than the sea level, and the
fresh groundwat er in an aquifer tends to move toward the coast, creating a natural equilibrium between the freshwater
and the seawater. n573 However, pumping and other human activities can disrupt this equilibrium by decreasing or reversing the flow of freshwater, which can allow seawater to move landward and infiltrate the aqui fer. n574 When seawater intrusion occurs in an aquifer, wells pumping from the aquifer can becom e contaminated with high concentrations
of chloride, which can cause physiological effects in drinking water, corrode pipes and pumping equipment, and increase the cost of wat er treatment. n575
Any well that pumps groundwater with a hydrologic connection to seawater can increase the likelihood of seawater
intrusion. However, [*212] exempt wells pose a particular threat because they are not regulated, and the possibility
exists that they will be installed in aquifers that are susceptible to intrusion. n576 Additionally, population increases
along the coasts will likely increase the demand for freshwater, and it is possible that the cost and time associated with
obtaining permits will provide an incentive for some developers to use exempt wells to satisfy this demand, thereby
exacerbating seawater intrusion in susceptible aquifers. n577
On the other hand, some experts maintain that exempt wells may be an appropriate method of addressing seawater
intrusion in areas where single, large-volume withdrawals caus e up-coning of seawat er in a more severe manner than
multiple, small withdrawals. n578 In this scenario, the net overdraft may be the same, but the diffusion of exempt wells
as opposed to a large, single withdrawal may be better for the aqui fer. n579
6. Wastewater and Septic Tanks
Many exempt wells are accompanied by septic tank wastewat er systems rather than community wastewater systems.
These private wastewater systems return effluent from the home back into the ground, and can pollute aquifers and
other wells if the water table is shallow. n580 Therefore, exempt wells and their accompanying septic systems could
create situations where well owners are pumping each other's wastewater. n581
Further, unlike community water treatment systems, individual septic systems may not require long-term water
quality monitoring and reporting, which can lead to water quality problems if the individual septic systems are not properly maintained. n582 There also appears to be a general belief among water quality managers that individual septic
systems are not as effective as community wastewater systems at treating wastewater or protecting water quality. n583
This is due in part to the fact that individual septic systems are not always subject to the same approval and review
processes, may lack minimum design or density requirements, and may not be subject to adequate monitoring and reporting requirements. n584
Additionally, exempt well owners are typically not trained as well operators and are often unfamiliar with water
quality standards and procedures. n585 This means that such well owners are less likely than trained [*213] well operators to properly manage water quality threats. n586 Furthermore, exempt well users may also lack the resources of a
community water treatment system, which could lead to situations where such users "skimp" on repairs or forgo needed
maintenance completely. n587 Consequently, some experts maintain that independent wastewater systems are often the
highest source of wat er quality violations. n588
IV. Specific Challenges WSWC Member States Face with Respect to Exempt Wells

The impact of exempt wells varies from state to state depending upon a number of factors, including but not limited to
water availability, the specifi c provisions of an exemption, a state's population, the number of exempt wells in a given
state, and the amount of growth a state is experiencing. This means that exempt wells can pose significant challenges in
some states, but not in others. The available literature indicates that the following WSWC member states have experienced some challenges with respect to exempt wells: 1) Arizona, n589 2) Colorado, n590 3) Idaho, n591 4) Montana,
n592 5) Nevada, n593 6) New Mexico, n594 7) Oregon, n595 and 8) Washington. n596 This Part will discuss those
challenges.
A. Arizona
1. Managing Exempt Wells Within Active Management Areas (AMAs)
Within Arizona's Active Management Areas (AM As), there is a lack of information regarding how many exempt wells
exist, how much water they pump, and how many people they serve. n597 In addition, these wells are not subject to
replenishment or conservation obligations and do not contribute to safe-yield goals. n598 Given these concerns, one
prominent Arizona water law attorney has stated, "It is ... clear that they have begun damaging underground water
sources for rivers and that they are draining sensitive aquifers and damaging riparian habitats dependent on subsurface
flows." n599
[*214] Some reports indicate that these problems are more pronounced in the Phoenix, Prescott, and Tucson
AMAs where there is a general lack of information regarding exempt well impacts. n600 Exempt wells in the Phoenix
AMA are estimated to comprise 1% of municipal use, while wells in the Prescott and Tucson AMA's comprise 10% and
2% respectively. n601 Although the volume of groundwater thes e wells pump in the Phoenix and Tucson AMAs is not
large, they are located in sensitive areas of the aqui fer, which has led some observers to believe that they pose a significant threat to adjacent wells and riparian habitats that are dependent upon subsurface flows. n602
Exempt wells may also complicate the ability of AMAs to reach their safe-yield goals by creating imbalances in
water budgets and safe yield projections. A 2007 report from Trout Unlimited's Western Water Project concluded that
the Prescott AMA will need to import surface water to reach its safe yield mandate as a result of its estimated 9400 exempt wells, which represent its third largest use. n603
2. Water Quality
The extensive use of exempt wells has created a possibility for water quality problems in Arizona. The University of
Arizona has cited a 2006 study that found that 90% of exempt wells from seven Arizona counties exceeded at least one
drinking or water quality standard for contaminants such as nitrates, arsenic, and coliforms. n604 More specifically,
43% of the sampled wells were contaminat ed with waterborne pathogens and 33% had nitrate or arsenic levels exceeding EPA's drinking water standards. n605
B. Colorado
1. Legal Questions
Although the issue of domestic wells has not garnered the same amount of attention in Colorado that it has in other
states, the state's exemption has raised some questions. First, exempt well owners in Colorado have the option of adjudicating their water rights and receiving priority dates for their wells even though the state does not administer exempt
wells pursuant to the priority system. n606This has led some commentators to question the effect of such adjudications
on an "otherwise exempt structure" and to ask, "Of what importance is priority if such a structure is not administered
pursuant to the priority system?" n607
[*215] Second, article XVI, section 6, of the Colorado Constitution states that "priority of appropriation shall give
the better right as between those using the water for the same purpose." n608 This has prompted some observers to
wonder whether exempt wells, which typically exist outside of the priority system, can exist alongside article XVI. n609
C. Idaho
1. General Challenges
The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) has not conducted a comprehensive study of the domestic exemption, nor has it recommended changes. n610 However, Shelley Keen, the section manager for IDWR's Water Rights

Section, identified a number of the advantages and disadvantages of the exemption during a presentation to the Idaho
Water Users Association in November 2008. In particular, Ms. Keen stated that the primary advantages of the exemption are that it represents a "quick, simple, convenient method to obtain water, [and is] inexpensive to administer." n611
On the other hand, Ms. Keen has identified the following disadvantages with the exemption: 1) it "does not allow
for evaluation of the cumulative effects of small diversions," which is "especially important for critical ground water
areas, ground water management areas, and moratorium areas"; 2) it "does not allow for protests or other public input";
3) it is "potentially prone to abuse by those who would use more water than the statutory limits"; 4) it "results in the
proliferations of wells," and "even carefully constructed wells are potential conduits for contaminants into the ground
water supply"; and 5) it "discourages community wells and leaves unsuspecting homebuyers potentially vulnerable to
wells going dry in water-short areas." n612
2. Administrative Challenges
In addition to the aforementioned concerns, Ms. Keen also described a number of administrative challenges associat ed
with the state's exemption. First, there are concerns that "removing or dramatically reducing the exemption could result
in about 4500 new water right applications annually." n613 In contrast, Ms. Keen reports that IDWR currently processes
about 400 applications for water rights each year, and that processing additional applications, maintaining paper and
electronic files, and [*216] conducting field examinations, "would require more space, more equipment, and a much
larger staff." n614
Second, if the domestic exemption is removed, Ms. Keen states that "the only opportunity to establish a lawn or
garden with a new home in a critical ground water area or ground water managem ent area may be through the transfer
process." n615 This could be problematic because IDWR's transfer backlog already exceeds the number it can process
in one year, and the same would be true if the "hal f-acre" provision in the exemption is removed. n616
Third, Ms. Keen reports that "reducing the daily volume on the exemption would not save water or protect the resource from contamination" because most users do not "approach anything close to 13,000 gpd anyway." n617 Further,
Ms. Keen states that "IDWR has few resources to enforce the exemption volume," regardless of its size, and Idaho law
"exempts domestic water users from having to install measuring devices." n618
3. Exempt Well Use in Subdivisions
One of the largest challenges related to exempt well use in Idaho is the preference of some developers to install domestic wells to avoid the water right permitting requirements associated with constructing community wells. n619 Moreover, some local governments do not require developers to install community wells because of concerns that they are
prohibited from doing so under section 42-201(7) of the Idaho Code. n620 This concern stems from the fact that section
42-201(7) delegates exclusive authority over the appropriation of surface and groundwater to IDWR, and explicitly prevents any "other instrumentality or political subdivision" from taking "any other action to prohibit, restrict or regulate
the appropriation of the public surface or ground waters of the state." n621 The provision also states that "any such action shall be null and void." n622
In some areas of Idaho, IDWR has issued moratorium orders that prohibit further consumptive uses of water. However, in an effort to avoid numerous individual domestic wells in a subdivision, IDWR does exempt subdivisions from
the moratorium in cases where each unit served by a community well satisfies the exemption requirement. n623 In some
cases, [*217] subdivision developers have chosen to sell parcels without water to avoid protests to water right applications. n624
4. Issues for Further Discussion
Ms. Keen has identified a number of issues for further discussion. These include 1) whether the domestic exemption
should be available in critical groundwater areas; 2) whether the exemption could be simplified by limiting it to any use
that meets a diversion rate and volume threshold, which still raised the enforceability issues; and 3) further consideration of the role of Idaho's counties in determining whether a new subdivision should have a community water system or
individual wells. n625
D. Montana
1. Exempt Well Use in Subdivisions

The main challenge that Montana faces with respect to exempt wells is that much of the state's growth is occurring in
closed basins where water supplies are limited. As one former Montana state senator noted, "The areas people wanted to
move to were in closed basins like the Bitterroot and Gallatin Valley" and the cost of obtaining water rights in such basins "has made exempt wells the default choice of supplying water to homes in subdivisions." n626 This growth has
pitted environmentalists, water resource agencies, and regulated water users against developers, the Montana real estate
industry, and well drillers. n627
On one hand, some experts are concerned that the increasing use of exempt wells in highly concentrated subdivisions in closed basins will have a cumulative impact that will drain the groundwater supplies that feed streams and impair the higher-priority rights of surface users. n628 A February 2008 report by the Water Management Bureau of Montana's Department of Natural Resources and Conservation found that modeling showed that groundwater pumping in the
state's closed basins would deplete surface flows and that "exempt wells can cumulatively deplete surface water flows
proportionally to permitted wells." n629 The report further states that "pumping from exempt wells can increas e the
need to curtail more junior surface water right uses or for more voluntary reductions during perennial periods of water
shortage in closed basins." n630
[*218] According to the report, the cumulative impact of exempt wells could pose problems to water availability
becaus e the number of exempt wells drilled in Montana's closed basins has increased steadily by a rate of approximately
1400 per year, and current rat es of development indicate that around 30,000 new exempt wells could be added in closed
basins during the next twenty years, resulting in an additional 20,000 acre-feet per year of wat er consumed. n631 The
report also estimates that Montana will see an increase of 70,000 exempt wells in closed basins and 47,000 acre-feet per
year of water consumed by 2060. n632 Although the report noted that some of the new exempt well consumption could
be offs et by reduced agriculture consumption, it found that much of the subdivision growth is occurring on lands that
were not previously irrigated. n633
Proponents of exempt wells have opined that the impacts of exempt wells in Montana's closed basins is de minimis
n634 for the following reasons: 1) the evidence of cumulative impacts on stream flows from exempt wells in closed
basins, such as the Galatin Valley, is questionable; n635 2) groundwater use from wells is inconsequential when compared to stream flows; n636 3) most of the development in closed basins has been offs et by a decreas e in irrigated agricultural uses; n637 4) basing projections on future growth and well consumption on current growth rates is speculative;
n638 5) the impact of exempt wells is spread out over the entire area of a closed basin; n639 6) the amount of water
exempt wells withdraw is not equal to its impact upon available water supplies because distances between wells and
rivers distribute the wells' impact at a steady rate over time; n640 and 7) little of the water exempt wells withdraw in
Montana is lost to consumption and returns to the ground. n641
Proponents also believe that the exemption is essential to individual property rights, economic development, and
maintaining affordable housing in rural areas and closed basins where the permitting costs associated with a public water supply system can be substantial. n642 For example, one report from the Montana Association of Realtors found that
the costs associated with obtaining a permit in a closed basin in Montana for subdivisions with forty to fi fty lots with
uncomplex geology, and subdivisions with one [*219] hundred or more lots with deep wells in complex geology,
"ranged from $ 43,100 on the low end to upwards of $ 350,600 on the high end." n643
Of note, in 2006, state legislators introduced a bill entitled "An Act Revising the Ground Water Exemption from
Permitting Requirements," which would have reduced the exemption for domestic or commercial use to an annual withdrawal of one acre-foot per year. n644 Furthermore, the bill would have placed a one-quarter acre land limit on lawn
and garden uses associated with a domestic or commercial use. n645 However, the bill died in standing committee in
2007. n646
2. Groundwater Ponds
One final challenge relating to Montana's exemption pertains to excavated groundwater ponds, which do not require a
permit under certain conditions. n647 In particular, the surface of the pond and the water table may vary at different
points of the year, with water flowing in both directions between the pond and the aquifer. n648 This could create wat er
quality problems if the water in the pond is contaminated, because such water could use the pond as a conduit to infiltrate the aqui fer. n649 Moreover, theses types of ponds are not always subject to the construction measures that prevent
contaminated surface wat er from entering the aqui fer. n650
E. Nevada

1. Data Regarding Domestic Well Numbers
The Nevada State Engineer's Office maintains a database of well logs submitted since the 1940s. n651 Until recently,
this database did not include a complete inventory of domestic wells drilled in Nevada prior to 1984. n652 According to
Nevada's State Water Plan,

Without adequate information for quanti fying the number of domestic wells in some areas, it may become diffi cult to
estimate total and domestic well [*220] water use and total committed groundwater resources in a basin... . The lack of
data ... impacts the State Engineer's decision process and may lead to an inadvertent over allocation of a basin's
groundwater. n653
The Plan also recognized that effective planning requires accurate knowledge of water use and that "under the existing
system, this information is frequently not available." n654
However, since the Plan's publication in 1999, Nevada's Division of Water Resources has completed the database
to include more well logs. n655These records, as well as careful regul ation of well drillers, have created a muchimproved database that contains a more complete record of wells drilled in Nevada during the last ten years. n656
2. Water Quality
Most of the single family homes that use domestic wells also use individual septic tanks. n657 Although Nevada has
well spacing requirements between septic tanks and domestic wells, septic tank discharges and other contaminants in
some areas of Nevada have impaired the quality of wat er supplies for domestic wells. n658 Another aspect of this problem is that Nevada has funding programs to help public water supply systems comply with state and federal drinking
water standards, but there is only limited funding for domestic well owners. n659
3. Protecting Domestic Well Owners
Nevada law entitles domestic well owners to protest any water right application, while also requiring applicants seeking
approval for a municipal or industrial well that will withdraw 0.5 cfs to notify all domestic well owners within 2500 feet
of the proposed well. n660 Some applicants try to circumvent this requirement by filing multiple applications for wells
that each withdraw less than 0.5 cfs but cumulatively withdraw more than this amount. n661 However, the state engineer counteracts these attempts by requiring notice for each proposed addition that would cause the rate of diversion for
a municipal or industrial well to exceed 0.5 cfs. n662
[*221]
F. New Mexico
1. New Mexico's Sixth Judicial District Court Ruling
New Mexico's exemption requires individuals to apply to the state engineer for a permit to appropriate up to three acrefeet of groundwat er, and requires the state engineer to grant the permit without considering the proposed well's effects
upon existing water rights, public welfare, or water supplies. n663 In July 2008, New Mexico's Sixth Judicial District
held that the state's exemption was unconstitutional because it "has no due process safeguards including, but not limited
to, notice to senior water right owners, [and] a determination [of] whether an application, if approved, will impair existing rights or a hearing." n664 The court found this lack of protection for senior appropriators to be a violation of procedural and substantive due process and reasoned that "it is not logical, let alone consistent with constitutional protections,
to require the [state engineer] to issue domestic well permits without any consideration of the availability of unappropriated water or the priority of appropriated wat er." n665 As a result, the court ordered that the state engineer "shall administer domestic well applications the same as all other applications to appropriate water." n666 The state engineer, John
D'Antonio, Jr., has appealed the ruling so that the legal foundations of the exemption are thoroughly reviewed. n667
The appeal stays the district court's decision, and the state engineer will continue to accept domestic well applications.
n668
Although the current ruling was issued in New Mexico's sixth district, n669 an appellate decision finding that the
exception is unconstitutional could apply to the entire state. This could potentially overwhelm the state engineer with

thousands of permit applications for small groundwater uses, which could require additional staff and create further
administrative costs. n670 It could also prompt the legislature to reconsider abandoned past laws or create new legislation that could further conflicts between conservationists and the building industry. n671
Many observers have also expressed concern that upholding the ruling could bring development to a standstill in
rural areas. n672 This is possible for a number of reasons. First, rural homeowners and builders might have to [*222]
purchas e water rights from another user, which could cost $ 15,000 or more per acre-foot. n673 Second, potential customers would have to buy water rights before they can submit a construction plan, and the costs of water rights and fees
could total $ 30,000 to $ 40,000 in upfront costs, which many customers do not have. n674Third, neighbors could object to applications for new wells, which could lead to litigation and additional paperwork that could take months or
years to resolve before construction can begin. n675 Fourth, if potential buyers are required to purchas e water rights, the
price per acre-foot could increas e, which could create affordable housing issues. n676 Fifth, an increase in the value of
water rights could lead to an increase in agriculture-to-urban trans fers and could pose additional problems to agricultural communities. n677
There have been some twenty years of unsuccess ful attempts to amend the exception in previous legislative sessions. n678 Most recently, a 2004 bill (S.B. 89) would have given the state engineer the authority to deny domestic well
permits in areas where wat er supplies are strained, but the proposition ran into stiff opposition from developers and the
real estate industry. n679 Although the bill passed the senate, it died in conference committee after the house amended
it. n680 In 2006, the state engineer promulgated new regul ations that limit new domestic wells to one acre-foot per year
and provide for the declaration of domestic well management areas. n681 The New Mexico Homebuilders Association
opposed some of the prior legislation, but supported the new regulations. n682
2. Development on Land Where the Appurtenant Water Rights Have Been Severed
There have been some instances in New Mexico where subdivision developers have purchas ed land where the appurt enant water rights have been severed and then used domestic wells to provide water to new housing developments. n683
One state senator, Carlos Cisneros (D-N.M.), who introduced S.B. 89 in 2004, has stated that this is a common practice
that allows developers to reap a profit at the public's expense. n684 In addition, the state engineer has indicated that
depletions due to domestic wells across the state are creating a debt to legitimate water right owners that will continue
[*223] to increase into the future, n685 while other reports indicate that about a third of existing wells have inadequate
water columns upon initial construction. n686
Some experts believe that New Mexico's regulatory fram ework encourages the use of domestic wells, which they
believe can lead to well interference, frustration of conjunctive management plans regarding ground and surface water,
and interference with long-term water management plans. n687 Another concern is that several aqui fers in New Mexico
are being mined pursuant to depletion schedules adopted by the state engineer, and the use of domestic wells may hinder his ability to manage depletion through regulation of pumping levels and control over new appropriations. n688
Conversely, some proponents of domestic wells maintain that groundwater modeling of local, regional, and statewide water systems implies that water supply services are fully sustainable in properly constructed domestic wells. n689
In their opinion, improper well construction - not domestic well interference - is the primary reason for most instances
where domestic wells have created problems. n690 This has led some to conclude that the best way to address domestic
well impacts is to improve well construction, testing, and certifi cation standards for domestic wells rather than through
methods that limit new domestic wells. n691
Proponents also maintain that domestic well use represents the smallest category of the major categories of water
use in New Mexico and has the least impact upon water resources and interrelated streams. n692 They also believe that
attempts to limit domestic well use would prompt domestic well users to use the public supply, which would not reduce
water consumption. n693 Given that domestic wells support development and growth, some proponents believe that
New Mexico's practice of granting domestic well permits without administrative review encourages positive economic
activity and is compatible with the view that domestic water is a basic human right. n694
G. Oregon
1. Land-Use Laws Restricting Development in Rural Areas
Oregon's challenges regarding exempt wells pertain in part to statewide land-use standards, or "goals," that create urban
growth boundaries to [*224] contain development in cities and limit development in rural areas. n695 This has led to

resistance among property rights advocates and rural land owners who oppose land-use standards as they are applied to
them individually. n696 In 2004, Oregon voters passed Ballot Measure 37, which required public entities to pay just
compensation to private land owners if the public agency enacted or enforced new land-us e regulations that restricted
the use of private real property and reduced the fair market value of the property. n697 If the public entity failed to pay
compensation, affected landowners could obtain "Measure 37" waivers that allow them to disregard the regulation and
develop their land as permitted at the time they acquired the property. n698
Following the passage of Measure 37, the bulk of requested waivers sought approval to build low-density, large-lot
subdivisions on farm and forest land outside of urban growth boundari es where zoning laws and other regulations would
have otherwise prevented development. n699 Moreover, many of these subdivisions proposed using exempt wells instead of community water systems, n700 and some reports indicated that approving all Measure 37 waiver requests
would have resulted in over 126,000 exempt wells in rural areas, n701 including 7500 to 10,000 wells in the Willamette
River Basin. n702 This led to concerns that an increase in exempt well use would deplete groundwater supplies and
impact water rights. n703
In response to these concerns, Oregon voters approved Ballot Measure 49 in 2007, which modified Measure 37 to
limit the number of homes landowners could build on their land as compensation for land-use [*225] regulations. n704
This measure gave landowners impacted by land-use regulations the option of 1) building up to three homes under an
"express" option, 2) constructing up to ten homes by documenting how much land-use laws have reduced their property's value, and 3) completing a Measure 37 project (a thirty-to forty-lot subdivision) by proving that they have spent
enough money and completed enough work to have a vested right to finish the development. n705 After the passage of
Measure 49, the state gave claimants ninety days to select an option and those that did not lost their chance to develop
their property. n706
Reports indicate that Measure 49 has reduced the number of new homes that have been proposed in rural areas and
the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development has reported that most landowners are now pursuing
small developments of one to three homes. n707 A similar report from Portland State University found that the estimated number of new houses and potential new exempt wells that could be built in rural areas has declined to 13,000
under Measure 49. n708 However, it is unlikely that Measure 49's passage will end the political tug of war concerning
rural growth in Oregon, and some reports indicate that opponents of Measure 49 are organizing a grass roots effort to
repeal the measure, n709 which could increase the number of subdivisions and homes that would rely upon exempt
wells instead of community water systems.
Most recently, a bill has been introduced in the Oregon House that would reduce the exemption for single or group
domestic purposes from 15,000 gpd to 1000 gpd. n710The bill would also exempt single or group domestic uses not
exceeding 15,000 gpd "if any of the ground water use for domestic purposes commenced prior to the [bill's] effective
date ... or if the use is in replacement of a ground water use for domestic purposes that commenced in whole or in part
prior to the [bill's] effective date." n711
H. Washington
1. Use of "Six Pack" Group Domestic Wells in Subdivisions
When the Washington legislature enacted its groundwater exemption in 1945, it did so to save appropriators and the
Department of Ecology (Ecology) the time and expense of permitting small withdrawals that would not significantly
impair the state's water supply or existing water rights. n712 [*226] However, since that time, land developers have
used the exemption's "single or group domestic uses" clause to supply water to subdivision developments rather than
acquiring a permit to create a water system for their developments. n713 In these instances, developers will drill an exempt well on each individual lot in a subdivision, or create "group B" or "six pack" wells by drilling a single exempt
well to serve six homes. n714 In some cases, developers will connect "six pack" wells to each other to create an "exempt" water system without ever obtaining a permit. n715 Although each individual well withdraws less than 5000 gpd,
the collective withdrawal from these wells oft en exceeds the 5000 gpd limit.
In 2002, the Supreme Court of Washington addressed this issue in State v. Campbell & Gwinn, L.L.C. (Campbell)
n716 when it held that a group of commonly-owned lots only qualified for a total group domestic use of 5000 gpd under
the exemption. n717 In Campbell, Ecology sued a developer who had proposed providing water to a subdivision by
installing individual exempt wells that would collectively withdraw more than 5000 gpd. n718 The state claimed that
the development could not cumulatively withdraw more than 5000 gallons of water per day without a permit regardless
of whether each individual well withdrew less than 5000 gpd. n719 The court sided with Ecology, reasoning that the

legislature did not "contemplate use of the exemption as a device to circumvent statutory review of permit applications,"
n720 and that the "developer of a subdivision is, necessarily, planning for adequate wat er for group uses, rather than a
single use, and accordingly is entitled to only one 5,000 gpd exemption for the project." n721 The court also rejected the
developer's argum ent that the exemption applied because individual homeowners would eventually use the wells, stating "whether the exemption applies must be determined with regard to who is planning the construction of wells ... because the permit process ... must be determined prior to construction of wells." n722
Despite providing some guidance regarding the exemption, Campbell raises new questions, including how does one
determine whether a single lot is part of a group domestic use, when can a new subdivision within previously subdivided land qualify for a group domestic exemption, and how large must a parcel be for a new subdivision of that parcel
to qualify for a new group domestic exemption? n723 This uncertainty has resulted in separate efforts in two counties to
speci fy how the exemption will apply to subdivisions.
[*227] The first is a statutory pilot program in Whitman County. The program allows clustered residential developments with ten or more residences and population densities of one resident or less per ten acres to use up to 1200 gpd
of groundwater for each residence without obtaining a permit. n724 The program also requires Ecology to report biannually to the legislature through 2016 regarding the water used under the program and its impact on water resources in
the county, and no new right may be established for a clustered development where the first residential use of water for
the development begins after December 31, 2015. n725The legislature created the program in 2003 to allow for development because Whitman County is predominately rural and has some of Washington's strictest agricultural landprotection ordinances, thereby making it difficult for developers to obtain water permits. n726
The second effort stems from a petition that a private organization called Aqua Permanente filed with Ecology regarding exempt well use in Kittitas County, an area located in the Yakima Basin that is experiencing a large amount of
growth. n727 The petition asked Ecology to impose a moratorium on new exempt wells in the upper portion of the
County until more information becomes known about the effects of such wells on senior water rights and stream flows.
n728 Washington law allows any party to petition any state agency, such as Ecology, to adopt rulemaking procedures,
n729 and authorizes Ecology to withdraw waters from additional appropriations if sufficient information is "lacking to
allow for the making of sound decisions." n730 In its petition, Aqua Permanente requested the moratorium because exempt wells had become "the most common method of obtaining water in Kittitas County" and water users were "potentially threatened by the continued drilling of permit-exempt wells without knowledge of water resources." n731
[*228] Instead of imposing a moratorium, Ecology and Kittitas County created a memorandum of agreement
(MOA) that provides for a comprehensive groundwater study that will provide the basis for the development of longterm strategies regarding the use of groundwater and exempt wells in the upper portion of the county. n732 The MOA
also institutes a number of interim measures, including a measure that restricts new residential developments in the upper portion of the county to only one 5000 gpd groundwater exemption regardless of acreage or the number of wells,
and requires developers to warn prospective purchasers that their water supply may be curtailed. n733 Further, all new
development applications would show that the subdivision's residential and outdoor use will not exceed 5000 gpd, and
the County would consider the environmental consequences of all "applications for division of land" under the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). n734 Lastly, Kittitas County would require water meters for all new residential connections. n735
However, as of December 2009, Ecology has been unable to gain a commitment from Kittitas County that it is willing to move forward with the MOA. n736The county is concerned that the proposed rule would hinder development,
while also raising the possibility that Ecology may not have authority to limit exempt water usage. n737 As a result,
Ecology issued an emergency rule in July 2009 that closes upper Kittitas County to all new groundwater withdrawals,
including exempt wells, unless a proposed depletion will be fully mitigated by acquiring an existing water right from the
same source. n738 Ecology has also launched a water exchange and an [*229] associated website designed to help
groundwater users identify mitigation water for their projects. n739
Notwithstanding the emergency rule, the parties resumed negotiations in July 2009 and are still working to adopt a
permanent rule to co-manage groundwat er in upper Kittitas County until more is known about aquifer conditions there.
n740 A study designed to gain a better understanding of the connection between groundwater and surface water in the
area will be funded by Washington and will commence soon. n741 During the study period, Ecology has proposed limiting groundwater withdrawals to "certain locations and reduced water volumes"; requiring metering of water use, including exempt wells; and requiring "notice to prospective property buyers o f potential water shortages." n742

Ecology also took similar steps in the Lower and Upper Skagit Water Resources Inventory Areas (WRIAs) when it
created a rule that established instream flow requirements for the WRIAs, closed certain subbasins, and required that
"all appropriations in each Upper Skagit tributary subbasin ... are to be from ground water sources only and are cumulatively limited to a maximum average consumptive daily use of 25,851 gallons per day in each tributary basin." n743
However, the rule allows for groundwater appropri ations, including exempt wells, which are not subject to closures and
instream flow requirements. These appropriations must meet the following conditions: 1) the proposed use is nonconsumptive; 2) the water use qualifi es for cert ain, specified reservations; 3) the applicant "elects to submit a scientifically
sound mitigation plan" that Ecology approves; and 4) the proposed use "will not impair senior water rights or withdraw
water from a legally closed basin." n744
[*230] Applicants must also demonstrate that 1) "there are no other public water systems in the same proposed retail service area that can provide timely and reasonable water service"; 2) the proposed withdrawal "can be managed to
avoid impairment" to the rule's instream flow requirements; and 3) the applicant's "water needs will be met when water
use is curtailed." n745 In addition, "all future surface and ground water appropriations shall be measured through installation and maintenance of appropriat e measuring device(s) (wat er source meters), except for permit exempt uses serving
a single residence," and any authorization for new beneficial uses must require timelines that show "reasonable progress
and due diligence." n746
2. Whether Washington's Stock Watering Exemption Is Limited or Unlimited
Washington's exemption does not require a permit for stock watering purposes and does not explicitly impose a limit
on this use. n747This has created confli cting interpretations among various state agencies and the public. n748 Originally, Ecology had determined that the exemption was limited to 5000 gpd because the first proviso of the exemption
states that it can require an exempt well user to provide information regarding any such "small withdrawal," while the
second proviso allows exempt users to obtain certificates for exempt uses not exceeding 5000 gpd. n749 Further, the
state's Pollution Control Hearings Board reached a similar conclusion in a 2001 case. n750 However, in 2005, the
Washington attorney general issued a nonbinding opinion that the exemption was unlimited because stock watering is
the only unquantified use and the exemption's plain language does not require a limit. n751 Shortly thereafter, Ecology
changed its interpretation to conform to the attorney general's opinion. n752
Some commentators have criticized the attorney general's opinion and have argued that the exemption should be interpret ed or amended to limit exempt stock watering use to 5000 gpd. n753 In particular, these commentators believe
that this new interpretation is incorrect becaus e the historical [*231] circumstances and the context of the entire exemption and the Ground Water Code support a limited interpretation of the stock watering exemption. n754
Critics have also argued that the opinion will allow for large amounts of unregulated water consumption. n755 Speci fically, when the exemption was enacted in 1945, the average family farm used 1500 gpd or less. n756 Since that
time, large-scale farming operations have replaced many of the small family farms and have increased the usage of concentrat ed livestock operations. n757 More farming operations have also shift ed from sheep to cattle, which consume
more water. n758 This has resulted in an increase in the amount of water that livestock operations use, with some critics
claiming that some stock watering usage can amount to 45,000 gpd. n759 In turn, this had led to some concern that an
unlimited stock watering exemption could directly impact eastern Washington communities that are dependent upon
groundwater and could undermine the purposes of the state's groundwater code, which aim to protect senior water rights
and manage groundwater in a sustainable manner. n760
There is also some debate as to whether the phrase "stockwatering purposes" allows for all water use associat ed
with operating a feedlot (e.g., irrigation and dust control) or if it only pertains to providing drinking water to livestock.
n761 In 2008, a feedlot operator proposed using an exempt well to provide water for all uses associated with the operation of a feedlot that would contain 30,000 head of cattle and require 480 acre-feet per year. n762 Ecology ruled that the
operation could only use the stock watering exemption to provide drinking water to the cattle and that other uses, such
as dust control, the cleaning of barns, and irrigation, are industrial uses that are limited to 5000 gpd under the exemption. n763 Ecology reasoned that the plain language of the exemption indicates that it only pertains to drinking water
becaus e it uses the term "stockwatering purposes" instead of "stockwatering and rel ated purposes." n764 Ecology also
reasoned that the term "stockwatering" only refers to the watering of stock and that the term "purposes" refers to the
potential use of water for different types of livestock (chickens, pigs, sheep, etc.). n765
Several agricultural groups have disagreed with the ruling and have asked the governor to repudiate Ecology's
stance, stating that limiting the [*232] exemption is not needed because dairy cow numbers in the state have remained

stagnant, while beef cattle numbers are on the decline. n766 They have also expressed concern that limiting the exemption will harm the state's cattle industry, and have cited the 2005 attorney general's opinion as proof that the stock watering exemption should not be limited. n767
The issue appears likely to be headed to the Legislature. In December 2008, Ecology sent a letter to Washington
lawmakers asking them to clarify the exemption and stating its position that "stockwatering purposes" should be interpreted to exclude uses other than those needed to water livestock. n768
V. Relative Costs and Benefits of Monitoring Wells That Are Currently Exempt
As exempt wells become more prominent and water supplies become more strained throughout the West, the calls to
monitor such wells increase. This Part will discuss the possible methods of monitoring exempt well usage and the costs
and benefits of each approach. However, it is important to note that the costs and benefits associat ed with monitoring
existing exempt wells are not easily quantified and are likely to vary widely from state to state due to the variety of climates and water supplies that exist among the western states, as well as the differing number of exempt wells that are
found in each state. For this reason, this Part will discuss these costs and benefits in general rather than speci fic terms.
A. Requiring Metering for Existing Exempt Wells
The most obvious way to monitor existing exempt well usage would be to install meters on each individual well. The
principal benefit of this approach is that it would give water managers accurate information regarding water use patterns
in-basin, n769 which would help them create accurate water budgets, review new appropri ation requests, and ensure
that exempt wells do not exceed the exemption limit. In addition, it is likely that meters will provide exempt well users
with an incentive to ensure that they do not pump more than the allowable amount.
However, states should consider the following when determining whether to require meters for existing exempt
wells. First, the costs associated with installing a meter on every existing exempt well within a state could be significant, especially in those states with a large number of wells. n770 Installing meters on existing wells also raises questions as to who [*233] will pay for this cost. If a state attempts to require well owners to install meters, such an action
could generat e a significant amount of public resistance from well owners who may object to the cost, view meters as a
restriction on their water use, or fear that meters could provide the state with the means of requiring them to pay a fee
for their use. On the other hand, states may not have sufficient funds to meter each existing exempt well themselves and
the voting public may not support efforts to raise taxes or substantial increases in fees to pay for metering.
Second, the administrative costs of locating and metering each exempt well would be significant, especially in
states where the location and number of wells are unknown. n771 Some hydrologists in New Mexico have estimated
that metering and reporting costs for 6000 exempt wells would cost $ 700 per well or about $ 4 million per year. n772
Although these costs are likely to vary from state to state, the metering and reporting costs for tens or hundreds of thousands of wells would be substantial, which may mean that the monitoring and inspection of exempt wells could be rare
if administrative resources are limited. n773
Third, some hydrologists have argued that it is possible that metering exempt wells would not reduce water use because most exempt well users use far less than the various state exemptions allow and metering would not provide them
with an incentive to use less. n774 Estimates regarding exempt well use vary, but some experts maintain that the average exempt domestic well uses seventy-nine gpd per person or 0.27 acre-feet per year for a three-person household n775
- well below the maximum amounts of most western exemptions, which can allow over 10,000 gpd or 14.5 acre-feet per
year. n776 In sum, if most exempt well users are not pumping the maximum, it is unlikely that a meter will prompt
them to pump less.
Fourth, only a few states, such as Nebraska, Oregon, and Washington, expressly allow states to install meters n777
and it is unclear whether most states have the statutory or regulatory authority to install meters on existing exempt
wells. Moreover, in some states, such as Idaho, exemptions may specifically state that exempt wells are not subject to
metering or monitoring requirements. n778
However, notwithstanding these concerns, it would be less expensive for states to only require meters in areas
where exempt wells pose a particular problem, as Washington has done in Kittitas County. n779 Although this approach
would still require significant costs, it would not be as [*234] expensive or administratively challenging as metering all
existing wells on a statewide basis. States could also offset the costs of managing the data that meters would provide

through small fee increases, and could use finan cial or tax incentives to lessen political opposition to legislation or regulation that would require exempt wells owners to pay for the costs of installing meters.
B. Requiring Self-Reporting for Existing Exempt Wells
States can also monitor existing exempt wells by requiring well users to voluntarily report the amount of water their
exempt wells' use. The principal benefit of this method is that it would cost significantly less than state-required metering because it would place the reporting burden upon each individual well user, thereby alleviating the state of the need
to police and inspect each individual meter.
However, some reports indicate that self-reported well data is unreliable and biased. n780 For example, the National Academy of Sciences has report ed that forty percent of water right holders are noncompliant when reporting their
usage, which would devalue self-reporting as an effective way of monitoring exempt well use. n781 Even if selfreporting does provide accurate information, some experts have hypothesized that the cost of "accepting, collating,
checking, storing, analyzing, and reporting volunteered data from well owners seems high when placed against its usefulness," regardless of how minimal. n782 Some observers also believe that most users will likely get very little benefit
from reporting their groundwater usage, which means that they could be less willing to invest in the technology or time
needed to properly monitor their wells. n783
Nevertheless, self-reporting would be a relatively inexpensive monitoring method as compared with metering and
would provide water managers with at least some information regarding exempt well use, even if it is not completely
accurate. Given that most exempt well users use less water than most exemptions allow, n784 it is also possible that
users would not have an incentive to intentionally provide misleading information regarding their use. Moreover, states
could encourage participation by providing incentives for well owners to report their usage.
[*235]
C. Infrared Aeri al Photography
Most western states have exemptions that allow users to irrigate a limited amount of acreage, usually around one to
three acres, for what are typically noncommercial purposes. n785 One way for water resource managers to monitor this
use would be to compare well logs and other already existing information about exempt well locations with infrared
aerial photographs to determine whether exempt well users are irrigating an excessive amount of acreage, or if they are
using the water for nonexempt purposes. n786
The principal benefit of infrared aerial photography is that this technology is already available and in use, and
would not require the development of new technology or the cooperation of well users. For example, in a report on the
impacts of exempt wells in Montana, the state's Water Management Bureau estimated the number of acres irrigated and
the net consumption per household of exempt well users by evaluating infrared aerial photographs for lots associated
with exempt wells in the Bitterroot, Helena, and Gallatin Valleys. n787 The Bureau utilized geographic information
specialists who "delineated irrigated portions of select ed properties associ ated with exempt wells by randomly selecting
100 exempt wells from each basin." n788 Further, the Bureau determined that this method yielded a "representative
value for predicting overall consumption from future exempt well use." n789
Although water managers could not use this data to calculate indoor uses, some experts maintain that the consumptive impact of exempt wells depends in large part upon how much outdoor irrigation the wells entail. n790 This belief
is based upon the perception that indoor uses tend to return a higher percentage of water to an aqui fer, while the outdoor
irrigation of lawns, gardens, and other uses result in the consumption of water through evapotranspiration by vegetation.
n791 As opposed to meters, which only provide data on the amount of water pumped, determining how many acres an
exempt well irrigates by using aerial photography could provide water managers with a better understanding of a well's
consumptive impact.
However, like other monitoring techniques, using infrared aeri al photography to monitor existing exempt wells will
require some administrative costs. Someone will need to review and interpret the data and determine the location and
ownership of exempt wells by reviewing well logs and property records. In addition, water managers will also need to
[*236] determine whether an irrigat ed tract of land receives water from sources in addition to exempt wells in order to
properly determine whether an exempt well's irrigated acreage is excessive. Of course, these costs could be offset by
assessing fees on exempt well users or reduced by using the data to monitor existing well use in areas of concern, such
as concentrated subdivision growth in a closed basin. Further, sporadic usage of this data to enforce acreage limits could

provide a suffi cient incentive for exempt well users to ensure that their exempt well usage conforms to established limits.
D. Landsat Thermal Band Data
In addition to providing ground cover images, the current Landsat satellite contains a thermal infrared sensor (TIRS)
with a long waveband that provides data that water managers use to compute evapotranspiration, measure consumptive
groundwater use, and manage the impact of groundwater pumping on the water table and natural vegetation. n792 It is
possible to monitor and measure outside consumptive use from exempt wells using a TIRS on a thirty-meter scale if 1)
the location of the wells is known, 2) the source of water or irrigation is known (surface or groundwater), 3) exempt
wells are the sole water supply for a known area, and 4) there is a sufficient number of cold-free days during the growing season. n793
If all of the above conditions are satis fied, this data could provide water managers with a means of calcul ating the
outdoor consumptive use of exempt wells without installing meters or hardware or relying upon self-reported data. Although this approach would not enable monitoring of the specific outdoor use of an individual exempt well, it could be
potentially useful for monitoring outdoor use in "exempt" subdivisions or other areas with large numbers of wells, and
could characteri ze any problems or abuses, which water resources managers could address with more speci fic means.
Further, thermal data would likely provide a more accurate picture of outside groundwater consumption than aerial surveys and ground images, and could entail substantial cost savings as opposed to on-the-ground monitoring methods.
n794
However, there are a number of practical and technical challenges and costs involved in using Landsat thermal data
that could outweigh the value of the data it provides. First, this data would be subject to many of the same administrative costs associated with other methods, namely locating exempt wells, interpreting and collecting data, and determining whether an exempt well is the sole water supply. Second, determining the type of irrigation [*237] water used
could add an additional administrative burden. Third, it would not be able to provide information regarding an exempt
well's total consumption because it can only provide data regarding outdoor use. Fourth, the current Landsat satellites 5
and 7, with the TIRS, are functioning well-beyond their design life, and the timing of a replacement is not yet certain,
which makes the future viability of this approach problematic. n795 In any event, it should be noted that more information is needed to determine whether using Landsat data to monitor existing exempt wells is practical.
E. Monitoring, Testing, and Assessing Exempt Well Water Quality
The quality and safety of water from domestic wells are generally not regulated by the states or by the federal government. n796 Since contaminants can use exempt wells as conduits to enter aquifers and other water supplies, there are
significant benefits associated with the long-term monitoring, testing, and assessment of domestic wells with respect to
water quality. n797
Any such monitoring would require adequate information regarding the number and location of exempt wells found
within a state. Also, the administrative costs associated with locating, monitoring, testing, and assessing the water quality of hundreds and thousands of exempt wells could be substantial. However, states could limit these costs by targeting
their monitoring efforts in speci fic areas where 1) "concent rations of speci fic contaminants are highest in relation to
human-health benchm arks" and 2) "high proportions of the population depend on [exempt] domestic wells." n798 For
example, the Illinois State Water Survey recently worked with local counties to test 160 wells at the request of owners
in a three-county area experiencing high levels of ars enic. n799
Moreover, instead of conducting on-site testing, states could provide free or inexpensive testing services for exempt
well owners. Such services would provide states with a better understanding of exempt well water quality, and states
could educate well owners by providing them with reports and advice on how they can enhance the water quality of
their wells. States could also reduce administrative costs associated with such services by limiting them to those areas of
the state experiencing wat er quality problems. n800
VI. Potential Approaches to Mitigate the Adverse Impacts of Exempt Wells
Perhaps the most disputed aspect of exempt wells is how and whether to mitigate their impacts. In general, it appears
that well-defined approaches [*238] that address specific problems in those areas of a state where such wells are creating problems are generally more politically and administratively feasible than broad efforts that have statewide applications. However, the speci fic steps that states should take to mitigate the adverse impacts of exempt wells will depend

upon the individual conditions and laws of each state, and "one size fits all" approaches will likely be ineffective. This
Part discusses possible methods of mitigating the impacts of exempt wells and categorizes these approaches as being
generally 1) infeasible, n801 2) feasible with respect to new exempt wells, n802 and 3) feasible with respect to both
existing and new exempt wells. n803
It is important to note that these categorizations are based upon whether a given approach would generally be feasible for most WSWC member states, and is not meant to imply that these approaches will necessarily be feasible or infeasible for every state. Furthermore, the purpose of this Part is to promote further discussion regarding the possible
steps that states can take to mitigate exempt well impacts, and does not endorse any approaches with respect to any individual WSWC member state.
A. Generally Infeasible Approaches
1. Grandfather Existing Exempt Wells and Repeal or Dramatically Reduce the Exemptions for New Exempt Wells
on a Statewide Basis
Many observers have proposed grandfathering existing exempt wells and repealing or dramatically reducing exemptions for new wells. n804 The principal reasoning for this approach is that exemptions are "loopholes" that should be
eliminated so that water resource administrators have the authority to ensure that such uses will not impair water quality, existing water rights, surface flows, and habitats. n805 Although this approach would address a number of adverse
impacts associated with exempt wells (unregulated growth, infringement on water rights, proliferation of wells, etc.), it
is unlikely that most western states would be able to implement this approach or manage its consequences.
First, there appears to be significant public resistance to attempts to repeal or dramatically reduce exemptions on a
statewide basis, and many states may lack the political capital needed to implement this approach. Recent and unsuccess ful attempts in Montana and New Mexico to modify their exemptions indicate that current efforts to modify exemptions will likely be met with significant political resistance. n806 Part of this resistance appears to stem from a general
belief among portions of the Western population that the ability to access groundwat er supplies for domestic [*239]
purposes without a permit is an essential individual property right that is needed for economic development. n807 Another component of this resistance may be a result of the recent population growth in the West, especially in closed basins where developers and landowners have begun using exempt wells to supply water to subdivisions. n808 Given the
new demand for development in these basins, repealing the exemption could generate a significant amount of resistance
from the real estate industry and developers because it would require them to acquire water rights and submit to permitting processes, which could increase the costs of development.
Second, this approach could create an unmanageable number of groundwater permits for state agencies to process
and administer by requiring permits for all new small groundwater uses. In particular, a substantial increase in permits
would require more space to store paper and electronic files, more equipment, and larger staffs, all of which would require additional funding that many states may not have. n809 For example, as mentioned previously, Idaho's Department of Water Resources (IDWR) currently process es about 400 applications per year for new water rights and would
need to process about 4500 new water rights applications annually if its exemption were repealed. n810 Moreover, if an
exemption is removed, those seeking to drill new wells in closed basins would need to acquire existing water rights,
which could increase the number of trans fer applications that a state receives. n811 However, it is important to note that
the number of exempt wells that are currently installed would not necessarily equal the number of permit applications
that would result if an exemption is repealed, and the number of applications may decrease. In particular, developers
who install exempt wells in subdivisions to circumvent the permitting process would theoretically install community
water systems once the exemption is removed, thereby lowering the number of small groundwater wells drilled in a
given year.
Third, revoking or dramatically reducing an exemption on a statewide basis would likely increase the cost of development in rural areas and closed basins because landowners and developers would have to obtain permits or purchase
existing water rights to drill new wells. In closed basins experiencing growth, existing home prices could increase due
to the higher costs associated with new development (e.g., acquiring water rights and constructing community water
systems). This could make affordable housing a problem or discourage growth. On the other hand, repealing an exemption could have the opposite effect in closed basins or rural areas that are not experiencing growth. If a given area is not
growing or decreasing in population, the added costs of acquiring water rights for new development could slow growth
and decrease property values, which could give landowners an incentive to oppose efforts to repeal an exemption.

[*240] Fourth, without the exemption, those seeking to install new wells in closed basins would need to purchase
water rights, which could lead to an increase in demand for existing water rights and a corresponding increase in the
value of such rights. In turn, farmers and other irrigators who own existing water rights may be more likely to sell their
rights to developers if their rights increase in value, thereby leading to a possible rise in agriculture-to-urban trans fers.
In extreme cas es, a large number of trans fers could theoretically lessen agriculture production, damage agricultural
economies, decrease the number of small family farms, and threaten environmental values. n812
Fifth, some hydrologists have theorized that repealing an exemption will not curtail water use and may actually increase water demand and draw down water supplies. n813 In particular, new users who would otherwise have relied
upon exempt wells may rely instead upon public water supplies, which often draw their water from the same regional
aqui fers. n814 If the new users' per capita usage is the same as it otherwise would have been, there would be no curtailment in overall consumption. n815 On the other hand, if their consumption is greater, the overall net consumption of
water supplies could increase. n816
Sixth, repealing an exemption may not have any impact on existing, grandfathered wells, which would continue to
pump water outside of the priority system. However, as discussed earlier, states may want to consider repealing the exemption with respect to prospective uses in those areas where exempt wells have become problematic, or with respect to
certain abuses of their exemptions. n817
2. Reduce Flow Rates and Volume Withdrawals for Existing Exempt Wells
It also appears that it would be infeasible to lower volume withdrawals with respect to existing exempt wells. Although
usage varies, some reports indicate that most households use less than one acre-foot per year, or less than 900 gpd. n818
Every western state's exemption allows more than this amount, with some states allowing over 10,000 gpd. n819 However, most exempt users already appear to withdraw less than the statutory limit, which means that reducing an exemption's volume limit will likely not have a significant impact upon exempt withdrawals. For example, IDWR reports that
"reducing the daily volume on the exemption would not save water or protect the resource from contamination [because] most users don't approach anything close to [the state's limit of] 13,000 gpd." n820 Likewise, some [*241] hydrologists in New Mexico have reported that most domestic users use only one-tenth of the state's three acre-feet per
year withdrawal amount, and consume even less, which means that reducing the limit will only have a modest hydrologic effect. n821
It is also uncertain as to whether most states would have the legal authority to reduce volume withdrawal limits for
existing wells, and such an effort may constitute an uncompensated taking. In some states, such as Kansas, Nevada,
Oregon, and Washington, n822 exempt wells could have a protectable interest or are considered to be equal to a permitted right. Even in states where the property status of exempt wells is less defined, it is likely that any effort to reduce
existing well volume limits would result in substantial amounts of litigation, which could be expensive or administratively burdensome for state agencies to defend against.
Another factor that may limit the effectiven ess of this approach is that states may not have suffi cient administrative
resources to locate existing exempt wells and enforce lower flow rates and volume withdrawal limits. Such is the case in
Idaho, where IDWR reported that it "has few resources to enforce the exemption volume, whatever it is." n823 Additionally, those exempt users who pump at the higher rates and would be impacted by a reduction in the exemption limit,
could switch over to the public supply and resume consuming water at their previous levels. n824
Please note, however, that limiting withdrawal volumes as they pertain to new uses may be a viable way of mitigating some of the adverse impacts associated with exempt wells. This is discussed in greater detail below. n825
3. Metering All Existing and New Exempt Wells on a Statewide Basis
It appears that most states do not have sufficient administrative resources to meter all existing and new exempt wells. In
particular, metering large numbers of wells will require significant administrative resources to locate existing wells and
to ensure compliance. Further, once meters are installed, states would likely need increased administrative resources to
process the data the meters generate.
Another complication is that the actual costs of installing meters on every well could be prohibitive depending upon
the number of a state's exempt wells, and there are questions as to who would pay for the costs associated with metering. Many states may not have suffici ent funds to pay for metering themselves. Meanwhile exempt well owners may
resist efforts that would require them to pay for meters, even if the cost is minimal, because they may view meters as a

first step towards requiring them to pay for their use, or as a way of restricting their use, without providing them any
[*242] real benefit in return. n826 This means that efforts to make exempt well owners pay for the costs associated
with metering could be met with significant political opposition.
Further, although some states such as Nebraska and Washington allow for the monitoring of existing exempt wells,
n827 most states do not expressly allow for the metering of existing exempt wells. Consequently, it is uncertain as to
whether most WSWC member states have the legal authority to meter existing exempt wells.
Nevertheless, as discussed in Part VI.B.3, states may be able to require meters in specifi c areas of concern or in
limited circumstances with respect to new wells.
B. Generally Feasible Approaches for New Exempt Wells
1. Limit the Types of Development an Exemption Covers
Perhaps the largest concern associ ated with exempt wells is that some developers use them to provide water for large,
concentrated subdivisions, thereby circumventing the prior appropriation system and installing large numbers of unregulated wells in concentrat ed areas. One possible way to mitigate the potential adverse impacts associated with new
"exempt" subdivisions would be for states to modify their exemptions to restrict or prohibit the use of exempt wells in
subdivisions. For example, Texas's exemption prevents the use of exempt wells in a subdivision located within fifty
miles of an international border, or located within one hundred miles of an international border and containing the major
portion of a city with a population of more than 250,000. n828 Moreover, the successful 2007 passage of Ballot Measure 49 in Oregon, which had the effect of limiting "exempt" subdivisions, shows that this approach may be politically
feasible in some states. n829
It is important to note that this approach would generate political opposition and could limit growth in closed basins
and rural areas, but it would not ban all exempt development and individual landowners would still be able to use exempt wells. Further, states do not necessarily need to ban the use of exempt wells in all new subdivisions, and may be
able to modify their exemptions to focus on the most problematic aspects associated with this type of development. In
particular, they could prevent subdivisions of certain sizes from installing exempt wells, place limitations on the number
of exempt wells that a developer can install in a subdivision, prohibit developers from installing exempt wells on land
where the wat er rights have been severed and put to another use, n830 and place limits on the [*243] amount of water
an exempt subdivision can withdraw. Moreover, this approach would still allow for exempt wells to be installed and
would not generate the high number of permit applications that would result if a state were to repeal its exemption entirely.
2. Modify the Subdivision Approval Processes
As previously noted, city and county governments generally make decisions to subdivide land, zone, and issue construction permits. n831 However, in many cases, a subdivision may be approved without a determination as to whether
it will impair existing rights or if there is sufficient water available. n832 Although some states, such as Arizona, require
proof that suffici ent groundwater will be available for a proposed subdivision, n833 not all states have such requirements. Moreover, in states such as Colorado and New Mexico, county governments can approve subdivision permit
applications notwithstanding an adverse recommendation from the state engineer or other revi ewing authority regarding
water availability. n834
One way to address the adverse impacts of exempt well use in subdivisions would be for states to require city and
county governments to condition subdivision approval upon proof that the subdivision will have an adequate water supply and that it will not impair water rights, water quality, or surface flows, aqui fers, or habitats. n835 The type of required proof could be a determination from a state engineer or other relevant state agency, but could also be an unbiased
determination from a qualified third party capable of evaluating a subdivision's potential impacts. If a subdivision failed
to satisfy the above criteria, it would be denied a permit regardless of whether it would rely upon exempt wells or a
community water system.
States may also want to restrict the ability of local and county governments to approve subdivisions over an adverse
recommendation. One example of this approach is Arizona's "assured wat er requirement," which requires a determination from the Director of the Arizona Department of Water Resources that a proposed subdivision will have an adequate
water supply before a city, town, or county can approve a subdivision plat, and before the developer can sell parcels.
n836

The principal benefit of this approach is that it would allow states to determine whether to allow exempt wells in
subdivisions without incurring the administrative costs of permitting each individual exempt well. For instance, if a
proposed subdivision intends to drill one hundred exempt wells, this approach would only require state and local agencies to review the subdivision proposal as a whole instead of revi ewing one hundred separate exempt [*244] well applications.
Admittedly, this approach would have some drawbacks. First, local planning authorities may want to encourage
growth regardl ess of wat er supplies and may resist efforts to prevent them from approving subdivisions that would have
an adverse impact. Second, adding water supply requirements to the subdivision approval process could increase the
time needed to process subdivision applications or create increased administrative costs. However, while preventing
local planning authorities from approving subdivisions over an adverse impact finding is preferabl e, it is not an indispensible element of this approach. For example, even if the subdivision is approved over a negative recommendation,
requiring an investigation into the impacts of a proposed subdivision would still provide water resources managers with
valuable information about how the development will impact water rights, supplies, and quality.
In regard to administrative costs, the subdivision approval process likely occurs in most states regardless of whether
a proposed subdivision will rely upon exempt wells. Therefore, it is possible that ensuring that these processes evaluate
the possible impacts of "exempt" subdivisions would not be prohibitively burdensome, and would likely be significantly
less burdensome than permitting each individual well within an "exempt" subdivision.
3. Restrict New Exempt Wells in Areas of Concern
Another method of mitigating the impacts of new exempt wells is to restrict or ban their use in basins or areas with
water availability problems. One way to do this would be to create management or controlled groundwater areas where
permits and meters are required for any new groundwat er use. Additionally, states could require certain distances between exempt wells and surface water sources or aqui fers that are susceptible to pumping. n837 Oregon's exemption
uses a similar process and allows the state's Water Resources Commission to designate critical groundwater areas for
certain reasons and allows the Commission to regulate exempt wells in designated areas. n838 Similarly, Washington
law gives its Department of Ecology the authority to withdraw water from appropri ation in circumstances where it does
not have suffici ent inform ation to make "sound decisions." n839 In addition, Ecology's efforts in Kittitas County represent an example of how states can regul ate exempt wells in areas of concern, without banning the exemption on a statewide basis or creating an overwhelming amount of permits. n840
It is important to note that this approach could generate signi ficant opposition in those areas where increased restrictions are proposed. [*245] However, since the restrictions would be localized, it is also possible that the amount of
opposition would not be sufficient to prevent states from implementing such measures.
4. Refine Exemptions to Allow for More Speci fic Applications
Those states with broad definitions of domestic and stock watering uses or that allow any benefi cial use so long as the
use does not exceed cert ain limits (e.g. Montana) n841 may be able to limit the impact of new exempt wells by refining
their exemptions to include more speci fic, limited applications. For example, states could redefine domestic use to indoor purposes and reduce irrigated acreage parameters, which would lessen the amount of water that exempt well users
would use to irrigate lawns and outdoor uses. This could lessen impacts because indoor uses tend to return water while
outdoor uses tend to consume water due to evapotranspiration by plants. n842
5. Reduce Flow Rates and Volume Withdrawals for New Exempt Wells
As previously mentioned, reducing flow rates and volume withdrawal limits as applied to existing exempt wells may
not be feasible, but states may want to consider reducing their exemptions as applied to new wells. While most individual exempt well users may currently withdraw amounts of water that are far less than existing limits, this may not always be the case. Moreover, in states such as Washington, developers have used one exempt well to supply multiple
homes, in which case the combined use could equal a volume withdrawal limit. Given that the majority of western states
appear to have flow rat es and volume withdrawal limits that exceed the needs of the average exempt well user, n843
reducing these limits to correspond with average use could be a preventative measure that would allow states to limit
potential new abuses.
However, attempts to reduce volume flow rates and withdrawal limits may not be politically feasible i f the proposed reduction is too drastic as applied on a statewide basis. As previously noted, in order to be politically feasible,

such reductions may need to be applied to new exempt wells in specifi c areas of concern, as opposed to all new wells in
a given state. n844
6. Require Limits for Consumption Instead of Withdrawals for New Exempt Wells
The primary concern with exempt wells appears to relate to the amount of water they consume - not the amount of water they withdraw and return [*246] for reus e. n845 Therefore, it is possible that a flat limit on the amount of water an
exempt well consumes could be a more direct way of addressing the impacts of exempt wells. n846 Moreover, a flat
consumption limit would give users the flexibility to determine how they want to consume their water. n847 Since most
consumption is associated with outdoor use, it is also possible that states could use aerial photography or Landsat TIRS
data to monitor exempt well consumption in areas of concern. n848 As mentioned in Part V.C-D of this Report, states
could use these methods to charact erize the extent of exempt well consumption in specific areas, and then implement
more speci fic measures to address overconsumption or other problems.
7. Ensure Proper Well Construction
One way to address the water quality problems associated with exempt wells is to mandate stricter well construction
requirem ents or strengthen existing requirements. In particular, states could require new exempt wells to have clay or
cement seals around the casing above the water table or above the uppermost casing perforations. n849 States could also
require abandoned wells to be properly decommissioned, n850 and mandate that exempt well owners have their wells
tested at the time of construction and submit proof that their wells are in conformance with well construction requirements.
Similarly, problems with water availability may be the result of well design and construction rather than aqui fer
functions, and the proper construction of exempt wells could mitigate some water resource problems. n851 In some
cases, especi ally in subdivisions that rely upon exempt wells, water availability problems can arise if wells are placed
too close together or if a developer uses cost cutting procedures that make the well less effi cient. n852 States could ensure that exempt wells are properly constructed by adequately reviewing well records and periodically testing wells to
ensure that they comply with well construction and maintenance standards. If a well does not comply, the state could
fine the well owner for maintenance violations, or impose sanctions against the well driller for construction violations.
Admittedly, this approach could entail significant administrative costs, but states could reduce these costs by focusing
their efforts on those areas where improper construction poses the greatest threat.
[*247]
8. Improve Well Record Information
One way to address the lack of information associated with exempt wells is to enact better well record reporting requirements with respect to new wells. In most Western states, exempt wells are subject to well drilling requirements and
well drillers typically must file some type of record regarding the well's location and capacity. n853 However, many
well records only contain general information about a well's capacity, and it can be difficult to determine whether the
inform ation the well driller provides is an estimate, a guess, or is based upon actual pumping. n854
States could use the following methods to address this problem. First, they could require well drillers to use a GPS
receiver to speci fy the precise location of an exempt well in a well record. n855 Although this would not indicate a
well's elevation, the driller or someone else could determine the elevation by interpolating the GPS location with a topographical map. n856
Second, states could require well drillers to provide a specifi c measurem ent of the well's capacity rather than simply providing an estimate or a guess. n857 They could also require well drillers to indicate how long they pumped the
well to determine its capacity, "how the pumping rate was measured," and a "measurement of the depth to water" at the
end of the pumping period. n858
Third, states could also require developers who are using exempt wells for subdivisions to provide more information regarding water availability for their subdivisions. For instance, two hydrologists in New Mexico have proposed the
following procedure for determining water availability for subdivisions: 1) "Drill and install a properly-constructed"
exempt well; 2) "pump the well under controlled conditions at a rate of 5 to 20 gpm for 24 hours"; 3) "collect waterlevel recovery data for three days after the end of pumping"; 4) calculate the test's radius of influence and determine i f
additional tests are needed for a "represent ative sample of the subdivided area"; and 5) "drill and test as many wells as

needed to cover the subdivision with a four-day radii of influence." n859 According to this method's creators, "one can
then interpret the recovery data to show the four-day trend (one pumping and three of recovery) of transmissivitydependent speci fi c drawdown (feet per gpm/log cycle of time)," which can then be used to project water availability
trends for individual wells. n860 This information can then be superimposed on a regional model of the water level
trends that are generated by baseline wells and expected growth for the subdivision area. n861
[*248] These approaches appear to be inexpensive to implement because they would not require a substantial investment in new technology or infrastructure and would mostly require more effort on the part of the well driller. n862
Although they would not provide information on the amount of water exempt wells consume, they could provide water
resources managers with a better understanding of the number and location of new exempt wells and their capacities.
n863
9. Establish Priority for New Exempt Wells for Nondomestic Purposes
Colorado, Kansas, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming all have provisions that allow exempt
wells to obtain priority dates, and other states might consider incorporating new exempt wells into the priority system
for nondomestic purposes. n864 This approach could theoretically resolve one of the principal concerns associated with
exempt wells - that older court-decreed water rights are curtailed in times of shortages while newer exempt wells continue pumping. n865 Moreover, states could use well logs and other records that are filed after the construction of an
exempt well to determine its priority dates.
However, it is most likely that exempt domestic use should not be subject to priority date enforcement because
most western states have designated domestic use as the highest priority. This enables the local or state agency in charge
of managing and enforcing groundwater rights to theoretically protect domestic wells against even the most senior permitted appropriators. n866 Moreover, it may not be advisable to require large numbers of peopl e who rely on exempt
wells for domestic needs to curtail their use so that a small number of permitted senior right holders can continue using
water for nondomestic purposes. Nevertheless, states could possibly subject other nondomestic exempt uses, such as
outdoor irrigation, stock watering, industrial, and other uses, to the priority system. n867 Obviously, the determination
of which uses quali fy as nondomestic use will depend upon how each state defines "domestic use."
Enforcement is another consideration becaus e states would need to make some determination regarding which exempt wells are adequately connected to the water source that is subject to a call, which could also entail some administrative costs. n868 However, regardless of enforcement, most new exempt wells would have very junior priority dates,
which could [*249] have a chilling effect on the use of exempt wells in areas where such junior priority dates would
not be sufficient to guarantee the availability of water. n869
10. Ban New Exempt Wells in Areas Where Public Water Systems Are Available and Require Them to Hook Up to
Public Systems When They Become Available
Another way to mitigate the impacts of exempt wells is to only allow new wells in areas where public water systems
are unavailable and require them to hook up to public systems when they become available. For instance, Arizona,
Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Oklahoma have laws that allow municipalities to regulate exempt wells or prohibit
them in areas where a municipality or water district can furnish water. n870 This method may not have a significant
impact on water use and consumption because exempt wells could possibly continue to use the same amount of water
after hooking up to a municipal system. Moreover, it would not reduce the proliferation of exempt wells in areas where
public water systems are not available.
However, this method would address a number of other concerns. First, it would address water quality concerns by
reducing the number of exempt well owners, who are oft en ill-equipped to respond to water quality and quantity problems. Second, from an administrative standpoint, exempt wells that hook up to a public system would no longer be exempt, making them easier to regulate and monitor for compliance with conservation efforts. Third, this approach would
limit unregulated exempt well use by preventing the installation of new exempt wells in areas where a public water supply is available. Fourth, as described in Part II.J of this Report, the fact that New Mexico was able to enact changes in
2001 regarding the ability of municipalities to restrict new domestic wells in nonagriculturally-zoned areas shows that
this approach can be politically feasible.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that hooking up existing exempt wells to public systems once such systems become available could entail significant costs and may not be logistically feasible in every case, especially with respect to
large numbers of exempt wells in subdivisions that were built to circumvent the permitting process. n871 One way to

limit these costs would be to establish a fund that would pay for a portion of the expenses associat ed with hooking up
exempt wells to a public system. States that collect fees in conjunction with well-driller licensing, notices of intent to
drill, and exempt well registration could allocate a portion of those fees to fill the coffers of such a fund. States could
also consider allocating a portion [*250] of the fees that they collect through the permitting and registration of nonexempt wells.
C. Generally Feasible Approaches for Existing and New Exempt Wells
1. Update Exempt Well Information When Property Is Transferred
Those states with limited information regarding the locations and numbers of existing exempt wells could require sellers to test exempt wells on their property, to provide an update regarding the well when the property is transferred from
one owner to another, or both. n872 Furthermore, updates could include information about the well's specific location,
capacity, construction, etc.
It is true that this approach would not provide information on every exempt well and enforcement could be an issue.
Nevertheless, it is a fairly inexpensive approach that would provide states with some useful inform ation regarding exempt wells and such information could be used to estimate well numbers and possible impacts. Moreover, Oregon, New
Jersey, and Rhode Island require testing at the time of trans fer, which seems to indicate that this approach may be politically feasible in some states. n873
2. Collaborative and Negotiated Approaches
It is likely that any attempt to mitigate the impacts of exempt wells will generate some type of political opposition. One
way to lessen such opposition is for relevant state agencies, counties, environmental groups, and other interested parties
to work with one another to create collaborative or negotiated approaches that address the adverse impacts of exempt
wells, while allowing for responsible use of the exemptions. The memorandum of agreement between Washington's
Department of Ecology and Kittitas County is one example of how parties with differing interests can work together to
create such an approach. n874
Moreover, in those states that do not have the political capital to modify their exemptions, collaborative approaches
may repres ent the most feasible way for such states to mitigate the adverse impacts of exempt wells. Although such
approaches would likely require significant compromise, a politically feasible approach that addresses some, but not all,
advers e impacts is preferable to those approaches that may be more effective but are politically infeasible. Moreover, in
many cases, mitigating the adverse impacts of exempt wells will require ongoing cooperation between stakeholders with
differing interests, and unilateral approaches that do not solicit or incorporate input from all interested parties may hinder cooperation and limit the effectiveness of a mitigation approach.
[*251]
3. Utilize Monitoring Methods Other Than Metering
As discussed in Part V.A, it is unlikely that states will be able to install meters on every exempt well within their borders. However, states may want to consider utilizing infrared aerial photography, Landsat images, and self-reporting to
monitor exempt well use. These methods are less expensive than requiring metering, and water resources managers
could limit administrative costs by using them to focus on those areas where exempt wells are creating the greatest concern.
With respect to aerial photography and Landsat, these methods would not allow states to monitor individual exempt
use, but would allow them to monitor areas of concern - such as "exempt" subdivisions - and characterize general problems. Once states have identified a general problem with these methods, they can utilize more specific methods to address the concern.
On the other hand, states could monitor individual exempt use by encouraging exempt well users to report their usage and provide information regarding their wells (capacity, location, date drilled, etc.) with some type of incentive to
cooperate. The principle benefit of this method is that it would be relatively inexpensive and would provide water resources managers with information regarding exempt well numbers and withdrawals. Such a program could also ask
well owners to provide information regarding the location, ownership, and condition of their wells, which managers
could use to create more accurat e water budgets, manage permit applications, and allocate available water resources.
Obviously, this method would likely not provide water managers with a complete picture of how much water exempt

wells consume because some sel f-reported dat a could be biased and inaccurate. Moreover, it is possible that such a program would not include all exempt well users, and those who are not in compliance would likely not participate. Nevertheless, this approach would provide water resource managers with at least some idea of exempt well usage without the
costs associated with other more costly and administratively-intensive approaches, such as on-site inspections or metering.
Notwithstanding the above, requiring the installation of meters on new exempt wells in certain areas of concern
may be a viable monitoring method depending upon the number of wells to be metered, the associated cost, and whether
a state's laws allow for the metering of exempt wells. Those states that have the authority to meter new exempt wells
may want to consider doing so in areas where exempt use has become problematic.
4. Public Education Programs
Given that most exempt well owners are typically not trained well operators, states could mitigate some of the adverse
water quality impacts associated with the maintenance of exempt wells through public education programs aimed at
helping well owners become better stewards of their wells and shared groundwater resources. n875 All fi fty states currently have web [*252] sites and other educational materials aimed at helping well owners, and additional proactive
efforts to publicize these resources could be used to reach out to well owners through commercials, presentations, etc.
n876 Such programs may be particularly needed in areas where land-use has changed from an agricultural to an urban
purpose and man-made contaminants such as nitrates persist in the groundwater. n877 States could also concentrate
these efforts in areas where exempt wells have become problematic.
Although education programs would not ensure that well owners properly maintain their wells, such programs do
not appear to be prohibitively expensive, and well owners have an incentive to ensure that their drinking water is safe.
Therefore, it is possible that well owners would be willing to participate in education programs and implement maintenance techniques that are not overly complicated or expensive. n878
States could also utilize similar programs to educate exempt well users regarding the importance and need for them
to reduce consumption or ensure that their use conforms to the relevant limits. Such programs would most likely not be
mandatory, but it is possible that exempt well users would respond favorably to programs that show how compliance
can directly benefit them through the preservation of shared groundwater supplies and the protection of wat er quality.
VII. Conclusion
The debate over exempt wells is unlikely to subside as the West's population continues to grow. Although conditions
vary across the West with respect to such wells, there are some observations that appear to be universal. First, as a
state's population increases, the demand for water grows, thereby raising the costs and time associated with obtaining
permits and providing an incentive to use exempt wells to supply water for new development. Second, well-defined
mitigation approaches that focus on speci fic issues and areas where exempt wells are creating challenges appear to be
more administratively and politically feasible than broad, statewide approaches. Third, in states where efforts to modify
exemptions are likely to generate significant political resistance, states may want to utilize collaborative approaches that
address speci fi c concerns associated with exempt wells and allow for responsible exempt uses. Fourth, states should
consider taking steps to ensure that they have suffi cient well record inform ation to make informed decisions about how
and whether to mitigate the adverse impacts of exempt wells. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the old adage "an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" is applicable here, and efforts to mitigate the impacts of existing exempt
wells [*253] are likely to be more costly and administratively and politically difficult than prospective measures that
prevent future adverse impacts.
In sum, there is no "one size fits all" approach for addressing exempt well impacts and each state's individual circumstances will determine how and whether it will address the issues associated with exempt groundwater use. It is
important to note that exempt wells may not pose a problem in every western state given the fact that laws, population
growth, and water availability vary greatly across the West. In some states, the benefits that exempt wells provide, especially in allowing desired growth in rural areas, may outweigh their impacts, while it may be too costly for other states
not to curtail or restrict exempt well use. Nevertheless, those states that are not currently experiencing challenges with
respect to exempt wells may want to examine their exemptions to identify potential problems that may arise in the future, and take steps to ensure that such problems do not occur.
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